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Abstract

The end of Dennard scaling and Moore’s law has motivated a rise in the use of parallelism and hardware specialization in computer system design. Across all compute domains, applications have increasingly relied on specialized devices such as GPUs, DSPs, FPGAs, etc., to execute tasks faster and more efficiently, but interfacing these diverse devices within a heterogeneous system remains an important challenge. Early heterogeneous systems were loosely coupled and lacked a shared coherent memory interface, so specialization was reserved for highly regular code patterns with coarse-grained synchronization requirements. More recently, the need to accelerate applications with more irregular and fine-grained sharing patterns has led to significant research into closer integration of specialized devices.

A single global address space enables improved programmability, communication efficiency, data reuse, and load balancing for emerging heterogeneous applications. Consequently, there have been many attempts to integrate specialized devices and their caches into a single coherent memory hierarchy to improve performance in future systems-on-chip (SoCs). However, coherence is particularly difficult to implement in heterogeneous systems. Differences in parallelism, locality, and synchronization in high-throughput accelerators such as GPUs means that coherence and consistency strategies designed for CPUs are ineffective, and evaluating the performance of alternative strategies is difficult. Recent efforts to implement coherence for such devices involve a simple software-driven coherence strategy combined with complex extensions to a conventional memory consistency model, which guarantees sequential consistency (SC) for programs that are data race-free (DRF). The first extension, scoped synchronization, avoids coherence costs when synchronization is guaranteed to be local, but it requires the use of the heterogeneous race-free (HRF) consistency model, which limits sharing patterns and increases the burden on the programmer. The second extension, relaxed atomics, allows the programmer to avoid costly ordering constraints when they are unnecessary.
for functionality, but existing consistency models offer complex and often poorly specified semantics when relaxed atomics are used. Once an appropriate coherence and consistency strategy is determined for a device, interfacing it with devices using different strategies poses another critical challenge. Existing integration strategies are incremental, either sacrificing system flexibility or incurring significant added complexity to achieve this goal. A rethinking of heterogeneous coherence and protocol integration from the ground up is needed.

This work lays out a path to implementing flexible and efficient heterogeneous coherence without adding complexity to the consistency model or the system design. To help understand the memory demands of emerging specialized hardware, we first describe a performance analysis tool we developed for highly parallel workloads. Insights from this tool helped guide the development of a collection of coherence and consistency innovations for high-throughput accelerators. On the coherence side, we describe two innovations, DeNovo for GPUs and heterogeneous lazy release consistency (hLRC), which demonstrate that scoped synchronization is not necessary for cache efficiency in high-throughput devices. On the consistency side, this work describes the DRFrlx consistency model, which formalizes safe use cases of atomic relaxation. Again, we offer these benefits while retaining a simple SC-centric DRF consistency model. Finally, to address the challenge of integrating diverse coherence strategies, we present the Spandex coherence interface. Spandex can flexibly and simply integrate devices with a broad range of memory demands in an SoC, and we show how this flexibility enables new performance optimizations that can take advantage of hints about the expected memory demands of an application. Together, these innovations establish a framework for integrating future SoCs that can dynamically adapt to serve the diverse memory demands of future accelerators without incurring complexity for hardware or software designers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In nearly all compute domains, systems increasingly rely on parallelism and hardware specialization to exceed the limits of single core performance. GPUs, FPGAs, and other specialized devices are being incorporated into everything from mobile devices to supercomputers and data centers, offering new challenges and opportunities to both hardware and software designers. Arguably the most important challenge facing emerging architectures surrounds the efficient movement of data.

In many heterogeneous architectures, the accelerator is loosely-coupled with the host processor and used only to offload coarse-grain tasks with regular data access patterns and infrequent synchronization. A programmer must select a task for acceleration, port it to run on a single accelerator, and explicitly move any data that may be accessed to and from the accelerator’s memory space before and after executing the task. This type of architecture avoids the need for costly coherence integration, and for dense regular applications, it can offer well-tuned execution, predictable performance, and efficient hardware utilization.

However, this simple approach lacks generality. Data must be explicitly copied between memory spaces, so workloads with irregular access patterns suffer from wasteful data movement. Synchronization requires conservatively flushing local memories, so applications with fine-grain tasks incur high communication costs. Accelerator memories are not coherent with the rest of the system, so workloads with unpredictable inter-task locality are unable to exploit reuse. This lack of flexibility is a significant and growing problem for two reasons. First, as programmers run out of dense coarse-grain tasks to accelerate, Amdahl’s law has motivated a push to deliver efficiency gains for a much broader range of workloads. Applications with irregular sharing patterns, unpredictable control flow, and input-dependent locality (e.g. from the graph analytics, sparse matrix...
algebra, or sparse machine learning domains) are now targets for acceleration. Irregularity and unpredictability can also lead to load imbalance, which motivates fine-grain synchronization for load balancing mechanisms (and further unpredictability). Second, growth in compute throughput is outpacing growth in memory throughput, creating a memory bottleneck that makes efficient on-chip data movement even more important. Explicit communication through main memory is highly inefficient and suboptimal, especially when that communication is wasteful due to workload irregularity.

A tightly-coupled accelerator architecture with a unified coherent address space can ease these burdens, enabling greatly improved programmability and communication efficiency for emerging irregular workloads. With a unified coherent memory space, programmers do not need to know in advance where each task will be computed or which data a task will access. Tasks can be dynamically scheduled, load balancing can be performed on-the-fly, data can be communicated only when needed, and devices can exploit implicit reuse in local memory. This explains why many heterogeneous architectures are moving towards tighter host and accelerator integration. At the same time, specialized storage technologies such as scratchpad memory, hardware queues, NVRAM, and high bandwidth 3D stacked DRAM are being incorporated with specialized compute technology in heterogeneous systems to improve performance. Similarly, enabling coherence in these specialized structures is important to offering portability, usability, and flexibility for future workloads. We envision a future where coherent heterogeneous systems can be rapidly prototyped and customized by building upon a simple coherence framework that can flexibly integrate multiple specialized devices with specialized storage across one or more systems-on-chip (SoCs), illustrated in Figure 1.1.

However, there are many challenges to implementing coherence efficiently in any heterogeneous system. In particular, a system designer must optimize two choices in tandem: 1) which coherence and consistency strategy should be used at each individual device or data storage element in the heterogeneous system, and 2) how to efficiently interface the diverse coherence strategies of these heterogeneous devices.

The first challenge, finding the ideal coherence and consistency strategy for a device in a heterogeneous system, will depend heavily on the memory demands of that device. For example, the memory demands of a GPU core differ significantly from those of a CPU core, motivating a dif-
Figure 1.1: Coherence interface in a future heterogeneous system.

Different coherence solution. CPU applications tend to prefer low latency memory accesses, and as a result they use hardware cache coherence protocols like MESI. Although complex, such protocols are effective at exploiting reuse and reducing latency for many CPU applications. However, unlike CPU applications, traditional streaming GPU applications are throughput-oriented. Thus, the complexity and overheads of MESI are a poor fit for these applications [103]. Instead, today’s GPU caches use a software-based coherence protocol that is designed to be simple and lightweight. We refer to this strategy as GPU coherence, and it works by self-invalidating cached data and flushing (writing through) dirty data at synchronization points. This solution avoids the overheads and complexity of MESI-based protocols, and it offers good performance when synchronization is infrequent. However, as GPUs are used to accelerate a broader range of parallel applications that require more frequent synchronization, these invalidation and flush actions can degrade performance significantly [32, 38, 53, 61, 91].

This performance degradation has motivated two significant developments in GPU memory consistency models to allow efficient GPU coherence in the presence of frequent synchronization: scoped synchronization [55] and relaxed atomic semantics [52]. Both of these developments can greatly reduce the overheads of synchronization in GPU caches, but they both also add significant
complexity to the commonly used data race-free (DRF) memory consistency model. A DRF memory model offers sequentially consistent (SC) semantics to any program that properly synchronizes between communicating threads. Scoped synchronization additionally requires the programmer to be aware of the relative locations of communicating threads, which may be difficult or impossible depending on the program. Relaxed atomics remove the guarantee of sequential consistency, opening the door to behavior that is difficult to formally specify. The challenges of atomic relaxation have been thoroughly studied for CPUs and are no less relevant in the realm of GPU computing; even when used sparingly by expert programmers, their poorly defined semantics make it difficult to prove that code using relaxed atomics is correct.

The second challenge, how to best interface specialized devices in a coherent heterogeneous system, is difficult because of the widely varying memory demands and coherence strategies used by these devices. Strategies can differ in how they invalidate stale data (writer-invalidate vs. self-invalidate), in how they propagate dirty data (ownership vs. write-through caches), and in the granularity of state and communication (word vs. line). A heterogeneous coherence interface may need to support multiple strategies because no single strategy is able to support the memory demands of the devices being integrated (e.g. CPU and GPU), or simply because the accelerator IP being integrated comes from different vendors that use different protocols. Even within a single device, being able to dynamically optimize the coherence strategy to best fit the executing workload could improve efficiency in future systems. Whether the goal is functionality, composability, or performance, protocol flexibility is important in any heterogeneous coherence interface.

Although there have been many efforts in both academia and industry to efficiently integrate heterogeneous coherence strategies, proposed architectures tend to extend a fixed-granularity MESI-based last level cache (LLC), often using a hierarchical cache structure. Further, most proposed innovations rely on assumptions about sharing patterns in heterogeneous applications. In particular, they assume that sharing is either predominantly hierarchical (i.e., threads can be divided into groups that mostly communicate with each other), at a coarse granularity, or rare and exhibiting minimal locality. As heterogeneous coherent memory becomes more common and as specialized hardware is used to accelerate a more diverse range of applications, these approaches are unable to generalize to a broader range of sharing patterns. A more flexible solution is needed that is able to adapt to efficiently support devices with diverse synchronization frequency, spatial and temporal
locality, and throughput and latency requirements.

1.2 Contributions

Motivated by the lack of simple and flexible solutions to the above challenges, the innovations summarized below represent a principled framework for implementing efficient heterogeneous on-chip coherence based on simple consistency models that can flexibly and composably integrate the expected diversity of accelerators in future heterogeneous systems. Chapters 2-4 focus on optimizing the coherence and consistency strategy for an individual device, dealing specifically with the unique challenges of conventional caches in high-throughput devices such as GPUs. Chapters 5-6 describe a flexible coherence interface that can be used to integrate diverse coherence protocols on a single chip. In addition, Section 8.2 discusses how the innovations described in this thesis could be applied to benefit a broader range of system architectures and enable future optimizations.

All of the following work has been a collaborative effort. Matthew Sinclair is the lead author on the work described in Section 3.2 and Chapter 4. I am the lead author of the work described in Section 3.3 and Chapters 2, 5, and 6.

1.2.1 GPU Stall Inspector: Performance Characterization in High-Throughput Accelerators

As systems increasingly rely on highly parallel accelerators such as GPUs for performance gains, understanding latency bottlenecks in these systems becomes very important to hardware and software development. The first contribution, GPU Stall Inspector (GSI), addresses this need by identifying and classifying stall causes in highly parallel GPU workloads. Unlike prior GPU performance analysis tools, GSI focuses on characterizing the sources of memory stalls. This is of particular importance to designers of heterogeneous systems in which the memory system is the limiting factor for many emerging workloads. With GSI, a system designer can gain insight into the performance bottlenecks of emerging heterogeneous applications and coherence strategies, identifying detailed causes of delays due to synchronization, memory system latency limitations, and memory system throughput limitations. This work originally appeared in ISPASS 2016 [12]. The insights gained from GSI played an important role in developing the following research.
1.2.2 Efficient GPU Coherence without Scopes

While scoped synchronization has emerged as a popular mechanism for efficient heterogeneous coherence, particularly for GPUs, it complicates the DRF memory model and places an undesirable burden on the programmer while also limiting efficient communication patterns.

Chapter 3 describes two techniques to enable efficient coherence for high-throughput devices without complicating the memory model with scoped synchronization. The first technique proposes and evaluates the use of the DeNovo coherence protocol [42], originally proposed for multicore CPUs, to significantly improve data reuse for high-throughput accelerators such as GPUs. The DeNovo protocol obtains ownership for written data rather than writing it through at synchronization points. Since owned data does not need to be invalidated at synchronization points, locality can be exploited in this data even while preserving a relatively simple (scope-free) DRF memory model. This work originally appeared in MICRO 2015 [100] and received an honorable mention in IEEE Micro Top Picks 2016.

The next technique to improve heterogeneous coherence also aims to achieve the benefits of scoped synchronization without adding complexity to the DRF memory model or requiring the GPU cache to support ownership for data writes. Heterogeneous Lazy Release Consistency (hLRC) combines ideas from the DeNovo protocol, remote scope promotion [91], and lazy release consistency for distributed CPUs [60] to automatically detect when a thread is synchronizing locally, and to incur targeted cache invalidation and flush actions only when synchronization may be remote. hLRC represents another way to offer simple and efficient coherence in high-throughput accelerators such as GPUs. While DeNovo exploits locality in stores and atomic accesses to reduce the cost of synchronization in self-invalidating caches, hLRC avoids flush and invalidate actions entirely by exploiting synchronization locality. This work originally appeared in MICRO 2016 [10].

1.2.3 DRF-Relaxed: Atomic Relaxation with SC-Centric Semantics

Relaxed atomics are another popular way to reduce the high costs of synchronization in high-throughput accelerators, even though existing memory models do not provide clear semantics of program behavior when they are used. This work describes the DRF-Relaxed (or DRFrlx) memory model, which reconciles this problem by classifying common use cases of relaxed atomics and
defining the conditions for SC-centric execution when using each relaxation type [101]. In this way, DRFrlx enables the benefits of relaxed atomic performance for high-throughput accelerators while preserving SC-centric semantics. This work originally appeared in ISCA 2017 [101].

1.2.4 Spandex: Efficiently Integrating Heterogeneous Coherence Strategies

With Spandex we address the challenge of integrating the diverse coherence strategies that exist in heterogeneous systems. Spandex identifies key orthogonal dimensions in accelerator coherence design, defines a flexible request interface that can flexibly express these dimensions, and presents an integration protocol that efficiently and composably supports these requests. Rather than extending a coherence protocol designed for CPU memory demands, Spandex builds upon the hybrid hardware-software DeNovo protocol, which has been shown to offer scalability and efficiency for both CPU and GPU systems. The end result is an interface that is able to adaptively integrate whichever coherence strategies may be appropriate for future accelerators, while avoiding the complexity and scalability limitations of conventional MESI-based integration solutions. This work originally appeared in ISCA 2018 [11].

1.2.5 Dynamic Coherence Specialization

Flexible coherence interfaces like Spandex create new opportunities for improving coherence efficiency based on the dynamic demands of an executing workload. This section describes memory system optimizations that take advantage of locality, dataflow, and granularity hints that may be available from specialized programming languages, compilation tools, or hardware predictors to improve performance without complicating the DRF memory model. In implementing these extensions we build upon the flexibility and simplicity of the Spandex interface, as well as the insights gained from the analysis and optimization of heterogeneous coherence for emerging applications.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes how GPU Stall Inspector characterizes memory delay for high-throughput accelerators and demonstrates how it can be used to evaluate and motivate architectural changes in heterogeneous memory systems. Chapter 3 presents DeNovo
for GPUs and hLRC, two strategies for simple and efficient coherence in GPUs without the need for scoped synchronization, and compares them against traditional scope-based solutions. Chapter 4 formalizes the DRFrIx memory model and demonstrates how it enables the benefits of relaxed atomics without adding significant complexity. Chapter 5 defines the Spandex coherence interface and evaluates it against a more conventional hierarchical MESI-based protocol. Chapter 6 describes and evaluates optimizations to the Spandex interface that exploit hints about workload memory demands to dynamically optimize memory system performance. Chapter 7 highlights related work, and Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this work and discusses potential future research directions.
Chapter 2

GPU Stall Inspector: Performance Characterization in High-Throughput Accelerators

Although a common shared memory space offers significant advantages to emerging specialized architectures, the most efficient way to implement coherence in tightly coupled heterogeneous systems is still an open research question. Detailed performance characterization tools are therefore needed to help understand the differences between new heterogeneous coherence strategies, and to guide the development of heterogeneous coherence for future systems and workloads.

Performance characterization in high throughput accelerators such as GPUs is particularly difficult due to the high degree of parallelism. GPU cores can execute hundreds of threads concurrently, so attributing program delay to any single hardware or software element is difficult. While coarse-grained performance metrics such as total execution time may be sufficient for traditional GPU applications where latency attribution is fairly uniform across threads, more detailed information is needed to identify memory performance bottlenecks in less regular workloads. There have been previous efforts to provide more detailed performance profiling metrics \[17, 15, 90, 72\]; however, this prior work primarily targets discrete (loosely coupled) GPUs and focuses on the causes of delay within the GPU core. \[1\]

To help understand the detailed sources of memory delay in a tightly coupled CPU-GPU system, we introduce GPU Stall Inspector, or GSI. GSI does more than classify stalls based on the high-level cause of the pipeline delay available at the issue stage. It further subclassifies memory stalls based on the root cause of the memory delay. GSI is able to accomplish this because it is built upon an integrated CPU-GPU simulator based on Multifacet GEMS \[82\] and GPGPU-Sim. GEMS offers a detailed memory system model (Ruby) which is the source of this additional information.

\[1\]A more detailed description of related work is provided in Section 7.1
2.1 Stall Classification in GSI

Understanding causes of GPU latency is complicated by the massive parallelism present in GPUs. A GPU consists of multiple cores, each of which can simultaneously execute hundreds of threads that process a highly parallel kernel program. Threads in a GPU are grouped into warps, which proceed together in lockstep through the pipeline. Warps are grouped into thread blocks, and warps in the same thread block are guaranteed to be executed on the same core. In each cycle, a GPU may issue one instruction per issue slot from its warps. We define a stall cycle as any cycle in which no warp instructions are issued by a GPU core. Section 2.1.1 describes the various stall types that may prevent a warp instruction from issuing.

In each stall cycle there may be multiple different warp instructions that are stalled for multiple different reasons. In Section 2.1.2 we describe how a single stall type is chosen from among these stall causes and attributed to each stall cycle. Finally, since we are most interested in memory stalls, in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 we subclassify memory stalls further based on their underlying causes.

2.1.1 Classifying Causes of Instruction Stalls

When an instruction can be issued in a cycle, the cycle is classified as no stall.

An idle stall occurs when there are no active warps available to issue instructions.

A control stall occurs when the instruction supplied by the instruction buffer is not the next instruction to be executed in a warp. If control stalls dominate, there is significant divergence in the kernel code.

A synchronization stall occurs when a warp is blocked due to a pending synchronization operation (acquire, release, or thread barrier). GPUs use acquire and release operations to preserve memory consistency and thread barriers to synchronize threads in a thread block.

A memory data stall occurs when an instruction cannot issue because it is dependent on the result of a pending load. Section 2.1.3 provides more details on the different subcategories of memory data stalls.

A memory structural stall occurs when a memory instruction is unable to issue to the load/store unit because it is full. There are multiple sources of memory structural stalls, which we
describe in more detail in Section 2.1.4.

A compute data stall occurs when an instruction cannot issue because it is dependent on the result of a pending compute (non-memory) instruction.

A compute structural stall occurs when a compute instruction cannot issue because the appropriate compute unit is occupied.

2.1.2 Attributing Stalls to Cycles

GSI stall cycle attribution proceeds in two stages. First, a single stall type is assigned to each warp instruction considered in the issue stage. When classifying the stall cause assigned to an individual warp instruction, priority is given to the stall cause that is most strongly preventing execution. Intuitively, the strength of a stall cause is linked to the likelihood that the instruction will remain stalled in the next cycle. This is not always straightforward to define, and should be tailored to the profiling goals. We specify the prioritization used in Algorithm 1.

After each instruction considered in the issue stage has been classified, the issue cycle itself is classified based on the stall causes of the individual warp instructions. The prioritization we use to classify cycle stall causes is defined in Algorithm 2. Generally, the cycle stall classification is set to match the weakest stall cause found. Intuitively, this is the stall cause of the instruction that was closest to issuing. Since this must be the strongest stall cause for that instruction, removing that stall cause will likely improve performance. However, removing the stall cause may not cause a proportional reduction in the stall count for the removed stall type. A single stalled instruction can be blamed for many stall cycles even if all other instructions are unable to issue for unrelated reasons. Thus, removing the original stall cause and allowing this instruction to issue could simply cause other stall types to dominate.

The “weak” cycle stall classification priority described in Algorithm 2 is not an exact inversion of the “strong” instruction stall classification priority. Memory stalls and synchronization stalls are prioritized over compute stalls in both classification algorithms because we are interested in analyzing the effects of changes to the memory system.
Algorithm 1 Instruction Stall Classification

if No active warps to consider then
classify idle stall
else if The next instruction to issue is unavailable then
classify control stall
else if Warp is blocked for a synchronization then
classify synchronization stall
else if Instruction has a data hazard on a pending load then
classify memory data stall
else if Instruction has a structural hazard on load/store unit then
classify memory structural stall
else if Instruction has a data hazard on a pending compute operation then
classify compute data stall
else if Instruction has a structural hazard on a compute unit then
classify compute structural stall
else if Instruction is able to issue then
classify no stall
end if

2.1.3 Sub-Classifying Memory Data Stalls

Memory data stalls are subclassified based on where the dependency load was serviced. The subcategories are: L1 cache, L1 coalescing, L2 cache, remote L1 cache, and main memory.

L1 cache stalls mean that instructions have been stalled because they are dependent on loads that are satisfied locally. This can happen if data is used immediately after it is loaded or if there is a delay in the load/store unit. L1 coalescing stalls are due to requests that have missed in the L1 cache but were satisfied by a response for another request to the same line. L2 cache stalls are due to dependencies for requests that are satisfied in the L2 and may mean that the L1 cache is not being efficiently utilized or that the data access pattern does not allow for reuse at L1. Remote L1 cache stalls are caused by dependencies for data requests that are satisfied at a remote L1 core. These are only possible in protocols like DeNovo [110] that enable ownership in L1 caches. Main memory stalls indicate dependencies on accesses to main memory and can occur when the data set is too large to fit in the L2 cache or the L2 is not being utilized efficiently.

2.1.4 Sub-Classifying Memory Structural Stalls

Memory structural stalls occur when a ready memory instruction is blocked from issuing to the load/store unit. Possible causes depend on the memory system being studied, but they are often
due to multiple pending memory accesses. For the memory system configurations considered in this work, memory structural stalls can be caused by a miss status handling register (MSHR) running out of entries (full MSHR), a full store buffer, a bank conflict, a pending release, or an active direct memory access (DMA) operation that is blocking subsequent requests (pending DMA).

Memory structural stalls due to a full MSHR may indicate there is bursty load miss traffic or the MSHR is too small. Similarly, stalls due to a full store buffer may mean there is bursty store miss traffic or the store buffer is too small. Bank conflict stalls can occur if data accesses are not evenly strided across cache or local memory banks. In the system studied, release synchronization operations block stores from issuing until all prior stores are flushed, causing pending release stalls. Similarly, a memory instruction will be blocked if it is trying to access the result of a bulk direct memory access operation (DMA) before the operation is complete, resulting in pending DMA stalls.

### 2.2 Case Study: Stash vs. Scratchpad+DMA

To demonstrate the value of GSI we use it to evaluate two potential improvements to the scratchpad memory structure used in modern GPUs. We compare the performance of these innovations against a baseline scratchpad implementation and analyze the stall break downs of these two innovations...
for a single application. Using this information we are able to determine the precise causes of
performance degradation and motivate changes to the hardware configuration.

2.2.1 Background

Scratchpad memory is a directly addressed memory space that is not kept coherent and is private to
a thread block. The scratchpad can be used to cheaply satisfy data accesses that would otherwise
need to use the cache. Because all threads in a thread block share the space, scratchpad memory
is often used for efficient intra-thread block communication as well.

Despite these benefits, scratchpads suffer from multiple inefficiencies. Typical scratchpad use
involves loading data into the scratchpad at the start of a kernel, performing computations on the
data in the scratchpad, and then copying the scratchpad data to global memory at the end of the
kernel. In this scenario, copying data between the global memory and the scratchpad pollutes the
cache and registers and increases instruction count and energy. In addition, the lack of coherence
requires that any data that could potentially be accessed by other cores must be conservatively
transferred to and from the scratchpad. Thus, if a memory region is only accessed sparsely and
unpredictably, the entire region must be copied to and from the scratchpad memory, incurring
waste. Because of these inefficiencies, only kernels that access a memory region multiple times in
a predictable fashion tend to benefit from using scratchpads.

D2MA [57] addresses the inefficiencies of scratchpads by offloading the process of loading
data into the scratchpad to a separate DMA. The DMA engine explicitly transfers data into the
scratchpad in bulk without polluting the L1 cache or registers. At the start of a kernel a mapping
from scratchpad to global data is defined. Scratchpad memory accesses to the mapped region are
then blocked (on the first use) until the entire DMA transfer is complete. We approximate D2MA
by adding a DMA engine to the baseline scratchpad memory. This implementation, which we refer
to as scratchpad+DMA, differs from D2MA in that the DMA engine can transfer data to and from
scratchpad (D2MA only loads data into the scratchpad) and a load to an incomplete DMA mapping
blocks progress at a core granularity rather than a warp granularity.

Stash is a hybrid memory structure that addresses the inefficiencies of scratchpad accesses and
cache accesses by making scratchpads a part of the coherent global address space [63]. The stash
stores a mapping from local to global data (and the reverse) in a stash map structure. When any
address in the stash mapping is first accessed, the stash map is used to generate a global request to the memory system. When the data returns, it bypasses the cache and is directly loaded into the stash. Subsequent accesses to the mapped address will always hit locally and return without translation. The stash map also enables a GPU core to respond to global requests for data that is dirty in the stash. These coherence mechanisms allow stash data to be loaded on-demand and to be lazily written back, which is not possible with D2MA. This avoids wasteful copies and wasteful instructions involved in managing a scratchpad.

All three configurations use DeNovo coherence [42] for GPU and CPU caches and for the stash (described in detail in Section 3.2). Both scratchpad+DMA and stash improve upon scratchpad memory because the data transfers to and from scratchpad/stash memory bypass the cache. The stash also implicitly transfers data between the local and global address spaces. The main difference between stash and scratchpad+DMA is that stash data is kept coherent with the shared global memory. This means that stash accesses can generate global load requests on-demand and that dirty data can be lazily written back because it is globally visible. In contrast, scratchpad with DMA must conservatively transfer all data into the scratchpad at the start of a kernel, and conservatively write back any potentially modified data at the end of the kernel.

The DMA data movement pattern can be helpful or harmful. Bulk reads and writes happen in parallel and can be a very effective preloading technique for avoiding the memory latency of successive on-demand load misses. However, scratchpad accesses to a pending DMA allocation must stall until the entire DMA transfer completes. This latency combined with the congestion caused by bursty DMA traffic may negatively affect performance.

The tradeoffs of stash memory and scratchpad+DMA result in differences in the memory system that can reduce some sources of performance degradation but increase others. We use GSI to better understand how these differences affect GPU performance, focusing on one microbenchmark: Implicit.

**Implicit** is a synthetic microbenchmark used by Komuravelli, et al. to evaluate the benefits of stash [63]. In the Implicit microbenchmark, an array of data is allocated and mapped to scratchpad/stash memory. Each thread block is assigned a chunk of the array. Each thread reads an element in the chunk, performs a computation on the element, and writes the result back to the same location in memory.
Table 2.1: Parameters of the simulated heterogeneous system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPU Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>700 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU cores used</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratchpad/Stash Size</td>
<td>16 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Banks in Stash/Scratchpad</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory Hierarchy Parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 and Stash/Scratchpad hit latency</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote L1 and Stash hit latency</td>
<td>35–83 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Size (8 banks, 8-way assoc.)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Size (16 banks, NUCA)</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 hit latency</td>
<td>29–61 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory latency</td>
<td>197–261 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This microbenchmark highlights the advantage of implicitly loading data into scratchpad/stash memory and is representative of applications that access data in a regular streaming manner. Stash implicitly moves data from global to scratchpad/stash memory while scratchpad+DMA uses a DMA engine to reduce the overheads of explicit data movement, so both configurations should improve performance over the baseline scratchpad configuration. By applying GSI to this application and analyzing the stall breakdown, we can understand the impact of each of the above effects on overall performance, and we use this information to motivate a change in the hardware system used.

### 2.2.2 Methodology

We use GSI to compare D2MA and stash storage strategies for the Implicit microbenchmark. GSI is implemented on top of an integrated CPU-GPU architectural simulator. The Simics [78] full system simulator models the CPU cores, GPGPU-Sim [17] models the GPU cores (the modeled GPU is similar to an NVIDIA GTX 480), the Wisconsin GEMS memory timing simulator [82] models the memory system, and Garnet [7] models the interconnect. The system contains 1 CPU core and 15 GPU cores distributed across a 4x4 mesh network. Each core has a private L1 and all cores share a banked last level L2 cache. The simulated stash memory is identical to that used in the original stash publication [63]. For simplicity, only one GPU core is utilized in the evaluation of the Implicit microbenchmark. Table 2.1 summarizes the key architectural parameters of our simulated...
system. A similar simulation setup is also used for some subsequent work in this thesis. While past studies have validated individual components of this simulator, the full integrated simulator differs from existing hardware in its flat integrated cache structure, and as a result no full system validation of this integrated simulator has been attempted. The changes required to implement GPU stall profiling are minimal. GSI increases simulation time by on average 5% for a set of representative workloads, with this proportion decreasing as input sizes increase. The introduction of GSI does not affect simulation results, and all results are deterministic.

2.2.3 Evaluation

Figure 2.1a shows the GPU execution time breakdown of the implicit microbenchmark. Figures 2.1b and 2.1c show the memory data stall and memory structural stall subclassifications, respectively. We use these results to identify causes of performance disparity between stash and scratchpad+DMA memory configurations.

Figure 2.1a shows that the number of “no stall” cycles is reduced by 36% and 31% for scratchpad+DMA and stash, respectively. This occurs because both the scratchpad+DMA and stash configurations reduce instruction count. The scratchpad+DMA configuration does this by offloading the loads to its DMA engine, and the stash does this by loading mapped data on-demand from global memory into the stash. Thus, neither configuration needs initial scratchpad load and store instructions that pollute the registers or L1 cache. However, the reduction in “no stall” cycles is not uniform, and is offset by increases in other stall types. This kind of benefit offset is not uncommon.
when profiling stall causes.

In the case of the Implicit microbenchmark, the “no stall” cycle reductions in scratchpad+DMA and stash are offset primarily by 67% and 34% increases in memory structural stalls, respectively. Scratchpad has fewer memory structural stalls because the explicit transfer of scratchpad data serves to restrict the rate of requests to the memory system. At the start and end of the kernel, the baseline scratchpad implementation issues many concurrent loads and stores (respectively) to the memory system, incurring memory structural stalls due to bank conflicts, a full store buffer and a full MSHR. However, these memory operations are interleaved with instructions that perform address calculations and scratchpad store instructions, so the rate at which global memory loads are issued to the memory system is limited. As a result, the number of memory structural stalls is also limited.

In comparison, scratchpad+DMA does not need to process any data transfer instructions and is able to issue load requests to the memory system as fast as the DMA engine allows (one per cycle). This increased request rate causes the MSHR to fill up faster. These generated requests bypass the pipeline and the cache, so bank conflicts are insignificant, but as soon as a normal memory access tries to issue to the global memory or scratchpad memory, it is blocked due to a full MSHR or a pending DMA (only for dependent instructions).

Stash generates a global memory access at the first load of each stash data word. Since the stash is directly addressed, fewer instructions are needed to compute stash addresses than are needed to compute the target address for requests to global memory in the baseline scratchpad configuration. This means fewer instructions are interleaved with the memory instructions, and memory instructions are issued to the memory system at a faster rate than for baseline scratchpad. This increased memory request rate increases the amount of memory structural stalls due to a full MSHR, a full store buffer, and bank conflicts.

Overall, the stall breakdowns tell us that scratchpad+DMA and stash are able to improve performance, but the amount of time saved is offset by additional stalls caused by increased memory request frequency. Furthermore, although there is a difference in data stalls, it is insignificant.
Figure 2.2: Stall cycle breakdowns for implicit microbenchmark with varying MSHR sizes (normalized to baseline scratchpad with 32-entry MSHR).

### 2.2.4 MSHR Sensitivity

Since MSHR stalls are significant for this microbenchmark, we investigate the effect of increasing MSHR size on performance. We run the Implicit microbenchmark on all three configurations while increasing MSHR size from 32 to 256. We also scale the store buffer size with the MSHR size to prevent store buffer stalls from becoming the new bottleneck. Figure 2.2a shows the results normalized to baseline scratchpad using an MSHR with 32 entries.

The decrease in full MSHR stalls shows that increasing MSHR size benefits all configurations. However, each configuration benefits from the increased MSHR size in different ways. A 256-entry MSHR completely eliminates full MSHR stalls for the baseline scratchpad configuration, but memory data stalls significantly increase (13X compared to its original value). Memory data stalls increase for the scratchpad configurations because the instruction following the explicit load (a store of the value to scratchpad memory) is dependent on the result of that load. Although many more explicit loads are able to issue with a larger MSHR, the next instruction will need to block until the load has completed.

As MSHR size increases, MSHR stalls decrease for the scratchpad+DMA configuration. However, memory structural stalls due to pending DMA requests significantly increase as MSHR size increases (8.9X more with a 256-entry MSHR). These memory structural stalls increase because the first scratchpad accesses occur early in the application, which causes threads to be blocked due to a pending DMA soon after the application begins.
Increasing MSHR size also reduces MSHR stalls for the stash configuration by allowing a greater number of threads to concurrently issue memory requests (implicitly in the case of the stash configuration). Although MSHR stalls decrease, memory data stalls increase (2.1X compared to the original value) because the issued requests have not completed before a dependent instruction needs to use the returned value. However, the increase is less significant for stash compared with scratchpad. This is because the scratchpad implementation must wait for all loads to the scratchpad to complete before proceeding to the compute phase. The stash configuration, on the other hand, will issue loads on-demand within the compute phase. Although many warps will still be blocked waiting for the result of a load to stash memory, there are more active threads during the compute phase that can utilize the issue slots with useful work. As a result, stash achieves higher core utilization than scratchpad and experiences a smaller increase in memory data stalls as MSHR size increases.

Overall, these results show that increasing MSHR size improves performance for all configurations. However, alleviating this bottleneck causes other stall sources to increase. For the scratchpad configuration, increasing the number of MSHRs does not help as much because of data dependencies. Increasing MSHR size is more beneficial for the scratchpad+DMA configuration, which sidesteps the data dependencies by prefetching data. However, because the scratchpad data is used early in the application, memory structural stalls due to pending DMA requests increase for the scratchpad+DMA configuration. The stash configuration also benefits from increased MSHR size but is better able to utilize the core by only blocking scratchpad loads at the granularity of warps (as discussed in Section 2.2.1). Thus, these results demonstrate the benefits of the stash’s hybrid memory organization.

2.3 Summary

GSI delivers a detailed breakdown of every stall cycle in the execution of a GPU application. This information can help to identify performance bottlenecks in emerging heterogeneous applications, confirm and explain unexpected heterogeneous simulation results, help understand performance differences between heterogeneous coherence strategies, and motivate changes to hardware and software to accelerate high-throughput workloads. As new strategies are proposed to enable efficient
heterogeneous coherence for emerging workloads with irregular sharing and synchronization, these insights only grow in importance.

Overall, GSI has been a crucial tool in the development of subsequent work in this thesis. Although GSI is focused specifically on stall causes in GPU systems, the concepts of stall cause prioritization and memory stall sub-classification can be applied to other types of highly parallel specialized hardware as well.
Chapter 3

Efficient GPU Coherence Without Scopes

Since coherence overheads and scalability limitations make MESI coherence a poor fit for GPU workloads, modern GPUs use a software-based coherence strategy, which we refer to as GPU coherence. Instead of tracking owners and sharers, GPU coherence triggers bulk cache invalidation and flush actions at specified points to keep caches coherent.

GPU coherence is simple to implement, but it can be very inefficient if the bulk flushes and invalidations are frequent. There have been many efforts to limit the impact of these actions, but perhaps the most common are scoped synchronization and relaxed atomics, both of which add significant complexity to the memory model. In the following sections we discuss the limitations of scoped synchronization and related techniques, and we propose two changes to the GPU coherence protocol that enable similar efficiency without requiring complex changes to the consistency model: DeNovo for GPUs (Section 3.2) and heterogeneous lazy release consistency (hLRC, Section 3.3). Chapter 4 discusses the challenges of relaxed atomics and proposes an extension to the DRF consistency model that offer simple semantics for practical use cases of atomic relaxation.

3.1 Background

In this chapter we describe existing strategies for efficient GPU coherence and consistency and propose simpler and more flexible alternatives. Table 3.1 summarizes the tradeoffs of each GPU coherence and consistency strategy discussed. Each strategy is classified by whether it is simple and scalable, whether it enables dynamic sharing (defined in Section 3.1.3), and what memory access properties it relies on to avoid flush and invalidation overheads and achieve efficient coherence.
Table 3.1: Tradeoffs of each GPU coherence and consistency strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coherence+ Consistency</th>
<th>Simple semantics</th>
<th>Scalable</th>
<th>Efficient dynamic sharing</th>
<th>Avoids synch. overheads for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High synch. locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Locality in owned data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU coh.+DRF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU coh.+HRF</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU coh.+HRF+RSP</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeNovo+DRF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeNovo+HRF</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hLRC+DRF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1 Data Race Free Memory Models (GPU coh.+DRF)

Our baseline GPU coherence implementation assumes a relatively simple memory consistency model that guarantees sequentially consistent behavior for data race-free (i.e., properly synchronized) programs, also called DRF. Under the DRF memory model, defined by Adve and Hill [4], data accesses are distinguished from synchronization (or atomic) accesses in software. A program is data race-free if, in every SC execution of the program, any two conflicting data accesses from different threads are ordered by a happens-before relation, which is essentially a chain of paired synchronization accesses (e.g., the release and acquire of a lock protecting a critical section). If no such chain exists between conflicting data accesses from different threads, this constitutes a data race. A system is DRF compliant if every execution of a DRF program is guaranteed to be sequentially consistent. As long as bulk cache flush and invalidate actions are performed at every synchronization access (or kernel boundary, or memory fence), GPU coherence is compliant with the DRF memory model and can guarantee SC behavior for any DRF program.

Using DRF with GPU coherence combines simple semantics with a scalable protocol. However, it requires flush and invalidates to be performed at every synchronization action, which can be very inefficient if synchronization is frequent.

3.1.2 Scoped Synchronization (GPU coh.+HRF)

One common strategy to reduce the cost of synchronization in GPU caches is to use scoped synchronization. Scoped synchronization allows the programmer to avoid cache flushes and invalidations when they are known to be unnecessary. This can significantly improve performance, but it also adds a great deal of complexity to the memory consistency model. Despite this complexity, the notion of scoped synchronization is ubiquitous in GPU memory models and is present in both
the HSA memory consistency model [51] as well as (less precisely) in the CUDA programming specification [88], two of the most widely used GPU memory models in industry.

The semantics of scoped synchronization are formalized in the heterogeneous race-free (HRF) memory model [55], which builds upon the data race-free (DRF) memory model. HRF adds the notion of scope to each synchronization access. If two threads are known to be in the same thread block (and thus share a local cache, according to the programming model of GPU languages), they may synchronize using local scope. Since coherence actions like cache invalidations and flushes are not necessary for communication between threads that share a local cache, an HRF system does not need to perform flushes or invalidates for locally scoped synchronization.

The use of the HRF consistency model can improve efficiency for applications with high synchronization locality. However, the introduction of scoped synchronization leads to two important drawbacks: complex consistency semantics, and inefficient dynamic sharing.

HRF complicates the consistency model by introducing a new illegal race type: the heterogeneous race. In the HRF model, even if there is a paired synchronization between two conflicting accesses in different threads, they may still form a heterogeneous race if the incorrect scope is used (e.g., local synchronization is used between threads in different thread blocks). This requires the software to have static knowledge of the relative locations of communicating threads whenever scopes are used. If there is any uncertainty about whether a thread is communicating locally or not, locally scoped synchronization may not be used for that access.

Using GPU coherence+HRF also limits synchronization flexibility by preventing a system from exploiting locality in the presence of dynamic sharing. A dynamic sharing pattern is any sharing pattern where the identity of communicating threads is not statically known. For example, an application may use local task queues and work stealing to implement load balancing among a collection of worker threads. In this scenario, every worker processes local tasks until its queue is empty, at which point it may steal from any other worker’s queue. Even though communication is primarily local, global scope must be used for all queue accesses to ensure correctness in an HRF system.
3.1.3 Remote Scope Promotion (GPU coh.+HRF+RSP)

Remote scope promotion (RSP), proposed by Orr et al. [91], addresses the problem of dynamic sharing in the HRF consistency model by allowing a thread to promote the scope of an access on a remote thread. In the work stealing example, threads could use local scope when accessing their local queue, and RSP when stealing from a remote queue. Even when communicating threads do not share a local scope, RSP triggers coherence actions that enable a thread to safely synchronize with a locally scoped access in a remote core.

However, RSP is far from a perfect solution. While it does give programmers added flexibility in when they may use local scope, RSP arguably makes the memory model even more complex. Programmers now have a new type of synchronization access to reason about, and they must still be aware of the relative locations of communicating threads to determine when RSP is necessary. In addition, the hardware implementation of RSP can be inefficient. To dynamically promote the scope of any potentially synchronizing access, RSP needs to conservatively perform bulk coherence actions at all remote caches. The overheads of triggering a cache flush or invalidation at every cache can seriously degrade performance if RSP is frequent, and this expensive broadcast operation limits RSP’s scalability to high core counts.

3.2 DeNovo Coherence for GPUs (DeNovo+DRF)

To improve GPU coherence without adding complexity to the consistency model, we first propose the use of the DeNovo protocol for coherence in GPU caches. DeNovo is a scalable protocol that has the advantage of being able to exploit locality in written data across synchronization points. It is therefore able to avoid the complexities of HRF, offering simple semantics and natural support for efficient dynamic sharing.

3.2.1 DeNovo Coherence for Multicore CPUs

DeNovo is a hybrid hardware-software coherence protocol initially designed for multicore CPU systems [42, 111, 109]. Past work has shown that DeNovo improves scalability and efficiency in multicore CPUs by reducing coherence overheads and complexity relative to MESI [42, 111, 109]. DeNovo assumes a DRF memory model and self-invalidates stale data at synchronization points.
By using self-invalidation, DeNovo avoids a significant source of coherence overhead and complexity in MESI-based systems: sharer tracking, writer-initiated invalidation, and the associated transient states. Like MESI, DeNovo obtains ownership for written data and atomic accesses. Without the need for sharer tracking and invalidation, DeNovo ownership is much simpler than MESI ownership. Ownership is obtained for writes and atomic accesses, and the last level cache (LLC) tracks the ID of the owning core the data field, avoiding the need for separate directory storage. Requests for owned data are forwarded directly to the owning core, requiring no transient blocking states at the LLC. As detailed in the following section, the qualities that allow DeNovo to scale well in multicore CPUs make it an attractive scope-free option for high throughput devices such as GPUs as well.

### 3.2.2 Qualitative Insights

Both hardware-based MESI and software-based GPU coherence face serious limitations when it comes to implementing coherence in high-throughput caches like those used by GPUs. MESI suffers from high coherence overheads that scale poorly to high core counts and high throughput. GPU coherence incurs expensive coherence actions at synchronization, and the most common ways to reduce these costs (scoped synchronization, RSP) require adding significant complexity to the consistency model. To avoid these limitations, this work proposes and evaluates the use of the hybrid hardware-software DeNovo coherence protocol for GPU caches.

Compared with GPU coherence, DeNovo exhibits comparable simplicity while offering improved cache reuse. Both DeNovo and GPU coherence flush dirty data at release synchronization points or when the store buffer is full, but GPU coherence writes dirty data through to the LLC while DeNovo obtains ownership for any non-owned dirty data. DeNovo also obtains ownership for atomic accesses. Both protocols self-invalidate their caches at acquire synchronization points to avoid the complexity of writer-initiated invalidation, but DeNovo only needs to invalidate non-owned data.

Obtaining ownership involves both costs and benefits. Owned data is not invalidated or flushed at synchronization points, and all subsequent accesses from the same core will hit on that data until it is evicted or ownership is revoked by a remote requestor. This enables DeNovo to exploit much more cache reuse in written data and atomic accesses than GPU coherence. Even when locality in owned data is low, an owner device can respond directly to a remote request for data, avoiding a wasteful data transfer to and from the LLC. Thus, DeNovo avoids much of the overhead incurred
by flush and invalidate actions, which is particularly important for workloads that exhibit frequent synchronization. Relative to GPU coherence, DeNovo is able to exploit more locality in written data and atomics, reduce wasteful communication, and improve cache performance.

The costs of DeNovo ownership are relatively minimal. Because it tracks owned state at word granularity, DeNovo requires an extra state bit per word in the L1 cache and the LLC (3% overhead for a 32-bit word). No directory storage is needed since the owner ID for any owned word is stored in the data field of that word (this does, however, require that the LLC is inclusive for owned data). Obtaining ownership can also add indirection latency for a future remote request, which must look up the owner at the LLC. Overall, DeNovo ownership does incur some overhead relative to GPU coherence, but these costs are outweighed by its benefits: more cache reuse and less wasteful data transfer.

Importantly, DeNovo obtains these benefits without requiring changes to the simple DRF memory model. Compared with GPU coherence+HRF, DeNovo+DRF does not entirely avoid flush and invalidation actions when synchronization is known to be local, but it is able to improve cache efficiency when synchronization is unknown or global, offering improved simplicity, flexibility, and efficiency for emerging applications. The efficiency of a lock access in DeNovo+DRF, for example, is not dependent on statically available knowledge about which thread may next access the lock. Furthermore, if synchronization locality is known and an HRF memory model is assumed, DeNovo+HRF can be expected to outperform GPU coherence+HRF because it achieves the benefits of scoped synchronization while also offering efficient reuse in owned data when synchronization is not local.

3.2.3 Evaluation

We compare the performance of GPU coherence and DeNovo using DRF and HRF memory models for both coherence strategies. Five configurations are evaluated, listed below:

- **GD**: GPU coherence + DRF consistency.
- **GH**: GPU coherence + HRF consistency.
- **DD**: DeNovo coherence + DRF consistency (DeNovo+HRF in Table 3.1).
• **DD+RO**: DeNovo coherence + DRF consistency with an optimization that uses DeNovo regions (originally described by Choi et al. [42]) to avoid self-invalidating data marked as “read only” at synchronization points.

• **DH**: DeNovo coherence + HRF consistency (DeNovo+HRF in Table 3.1).

The workloads studied include real applications and microbenchmarks, summarized in Table 3.2. The real applications are a set of conventional GPU benchmarks with no intra-kernel synchronization; the only synchronization is at the kernel boundary. They are used to verify that DeNovo does not harm performance for traditional applications where synchronization is infrequent. Since existing GPU applications rarely use intra-kernel synchronization, we adapt a set of simple microbenchmarks containing mutex locks, semaphores, and barriers from the SyncPrims benchmark suite developed by Stuart and Owens [107] as well as an unbalanced tree search application used in the HRF work [55] to test synchronization efficiency. These microbenchmarks are divided into workloads that primarily use local synchronization and workloads that only use global synchronization. For all microbenchmarks, synchronization constructs are used to guard reads and writes to shared data. When synchronization is local, the protected data is partitioned and only accessed by threads in the same core, and when synchronization is global it is accessed by multiple cores.

These workloads and configurations use the same integrated CPU-GPU architectural simulator as that used in Section 2.2 with a 4x4 mesh containing 1 CPU node and 15 GPU nodes. Dynamic energy consumption is measured using GPUWattch [73]. Detailed simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.1 shows the execution time, dynamic energy, and network traffic of GPU coherence (G*) and DeNovo (D*) for the real applications, normalized to GPU coherence. Dynamic energy is divided into multiple components based on the source of energy (GPU core+2 scratchpad, L1, L2, and network), and network traffic is divided by message type. Figure 3.2 shows these results for microbenchmarks with only global synchronization. For both of these sets of benchmarks, the consistency model used is irrelevant since there are no opportunities for local synchronization.

---

1. These adapted applications make up part of the Heterosync benchmark suite [102].
2. GPU core+ includes the instruction cache, constant cache, register file, SFU, FPU, scheduler, and the core pipeline.
Figure 3.1: GPU coherence ($G^*$) and DeNovo ($D^*$) configurations with real GPU applications (no intra-kernel synchronization), normalized to $G^*$. 
Figure 3.2: GPU coherence ($G^*$) and DeNovo ($D^*$) configurations with synchronization benchmarks that use only global synchronization, normalized to $G^*$. 
Figure 3.3: All configurations with synchronization benchmarks that use mostly local synchronization, normalized to $GD$. 
Table 3.2: Benchmarks with input sizes. All thread blocks (TBs) in the synchronization microbenchmarks execute the critical section or barrier many times. Microbenchmarks with local and global scope are denoted with a 'L' and 'G', respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backprop (BP) [39]</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathfinder (PF) [39]</td>
<td>10 x 100K matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD [39]</td>
<td>256x256 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW [39]</td>
<td>512x512 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEMM [10]</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stencil (ST) [10]</td>
<td>128x128x4, 4 iters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotspot (HS) [39]</td>
<td>512x512 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN [39]</td>
<td>171K records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAD v2 (SRAD) [39]</td>
<td>256x256 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LavaMD (LAVA) [39]</td>
<td>2x2x2 matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM_G),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM_G),</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPML_G),</td>
<td>100 iters/TB/kernel,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex+backoff (SPMBO_G),</td>
<td>10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local or Hybrid Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA Mutex (FAM_L),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Mutex (SLM_L),</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex (SPML_L),</td>
<td>100 iters/TB/kernel,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Mutex+backoff (SPMBO_L),</td>
<td>10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barr+local exch (TBEX_LG),</td>
<td>10 Ld&amp;St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Barr (TB_LG),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Sem (SS_L),</td>
<td>3 TBs/CU,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Sem+backoff (SSBO_L) [107]</td>
<td>100 iters/TB/kernel,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>readers: 10 Ld/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>writers: 20 St/thr/iter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTS [55]</strong></td>
<td>16K nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Simulated heterogeneous system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>700 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU s</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Hierarchy Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Size (8 banks, 8-way assoc.)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Size (16 banks, NUCA)</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Buffer Size</td>
<td>256 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 MSHRs</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 hit latency</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote L1 hit latency</td>
<td>35–83 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 hit latency</td>
<td>29–61 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory latency</td>
<td>197–261 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overheads of DeNovo ownership have a negligible effect on performance for the real applications, which exhibit no intra-kernel synchronization. DeNovo does, however, reduce network traffic significantly for the Lava application, in which written data fits in the local cache but is
written through to the LLC when GPU coherence is used. For microbenchmarks with global syn-
chronization, DeNovo is uniquely able to exploit reuse in owned data, and this benefit outweighs
any ownership costs. As a result, DeNovo reduces execution time by on average 28%, energy by on
average 51%, and network traffic by on average 81% relative to GPU coherence.

Figure 3.3 compares the execution time, energy, and network traffic of different coherence and
consistency configurations for the microbenchmarks with local synchronization. GD is the worst
configuration by far for all microbenchmarks due to the high synchronization costs. Performance can
be improved significantly by moving to the HRF memory model, or by using DeNovo coherence. GH
offers a slightly better improvement than DeNovo alone for most workloads. Relative to GD, GH
reduces execution time, energy, and network traffic by on average 46%, 42%, and 89%, respectively.
Relative to DD, GH reduces execution time, energy, and network traffic by 10%, 3%, and 16%.
GH is able to outperform DD here because DD must still invalidate non-owned data at local
synchronization points. The performance difference between HRF and DeNovo is eliminated (and
slightly reversed) when DeNovo is enhanced with the read-only optimization (DD+RO), since this
avoids invalidating read-only data at synchronization points. Unsurprisingly, DH performs best
overall since it gets the benefits of both DeNovo ownership and scoped synchronization, reducing
execution time, energy, and network traffic by 4%, 1%, and 33% relative to GH.

These results show that DeNovo has little effect on conventional applications with minimal syn-
chronization, and is able to improve performance significantly relative to scope-free GPU coherence
when synchronization is frequent. When synchronization is global, DeNovo is uniquely capable of
improving the performance of conventional GPU coherence. When synchronization is local, DeNovo
offers close to the same performance benefits as scoped synchronization (the gap is further reduced
with the read-only optimization) without complicating the DRF memory model. When an HRF
memory model is assumed, DeNovo+HRF outperforms GPU coherence+HRF.

3.3 Heterogeneous Lazy Release Consistency (hLRC+DRF)

While DeNovo is able to offer scalable and efficient GPU coherence by exploiting locality in written
data across local and global synchronization, it does not completely avoid the overheads of flush
and invalidation actions when synchronization is local. In addition, it adds some overheads to the
GPU coherence protocol by requiring the LLC to track ownership for all written data.

In this section we introduce heterogeneous lazy release consistency (hLRC) as an alternative coherence strategy, which is inspired in part by DeNovo ownership principles. Rather than exploiting locality in written data, hLRC exploits synchronization locality (similar to HRF and RSP) to limit synchronization costs. Like DeNovo, it is simple (uses a DRF consistency model), scalable (does not require broadcast operations), and naturally supports dynamic sharing.

3.3.1 Design

hLRC combines the principles of lazy release consistency, which has previously been used to reduce wasteful communication in distributed CPU shared memory systems [60], with insights from DeNovo and RSP. Like lazy release consistency for distributed CPUs, hLRC associates each atomic variable with the location it was last accessed. Coherence actions are then performed only when the location of the atomic variable changes (including when the variable is first brought into a cache), because this indicates a possible inter-core synchronization. Since this strategy does not require any scope information from software, hLRC is able to avoid the complexities of the HRF memory model.

In order to trigger the appropriate coherence actions when an atomic variable changes location, hLRC must track and serialize accesses to each atomic variable. This is accomplished by obtaining ownership for every atomic access. Ownership in hLRC is based on DeNovo ownership, described in Section 3.2. Since owned data is not affected by bulk coherence actions, a locally owned atomic variable will remain owned until ownership is requested by another core, or until the variable is evicted for space. While DeNovo uses registration for both atomic accesses and normal data stores, a key distinction of hLRC is that only atomic accesses require ownership. By only requesting ownership for atomic accesses, hLRC reduces both the amount of owned data that must be tracked at the L2 as well as the probe bandwidth and latency incurred by requests for remotely owned data.

Implementing Synchronization Semantics

Like RSP, hLRC is able to completely avoid bulk coherence actions when synchronization is local, and only performs flushes and invalidates when there is a potential for remote communication.
However, unlike RSP, hLRC does not rely on software-provided scopes to know when synchronization is local; it relies on the dynamic locality of the atomic synchronization variable itself. Every synchronization access is required to obtain ownership for the target atomic variable whether the access is a read, write or RMW. Whenever two threads on remote cores synchronize through an acquire-release access pair to an atomic variable, an ownership change will occur. When this is detected by the system, prior accesses on the releasing core (the producer synchronization access) must be made visible to subsequent accesses at the acquiring core (the consumer synchronization access). These actions are described next.

**Release semantics:** Release semantics in hLRC are not triggered at the time of the release synchronization access, but rather are delayed until a possible release-acquire pair with a remote core is detected. Since the release access will have obtained ownership and any subsequent acquire access must also obtain ownership, a remote synchronization pair is only possible when ownership changes. Therefore, whenever a cache loses ownership for an atomic variable, hLRC will flush any dirty data in the store buffer, making all prior accesses visible at the backing cache. If a cache loses ownership due to a remote access, this flush must complete before the atomic’s state and value is updated in the requesting core. A cache may also lose ownership due to an eviction, in which case the flush must complete before the atomic’s state and value are updated in the backing cache.

**Acquire semantics:** Acquire semantics in hLRC are triggered whenever a cache obtains ownership for an atomic variable. When a synchronization access misses in the local cache and must request the atomic variable from the backing cache or a remote owner, that synchronization access may be forming the acquire access in a remote acquire-release synchronization pair. To ensure the prior accesses on the release side are made visible to subsequent accesses on the acquire side, hLRC triggers a self-invalidation of any non-owned data after the cache obtains ownership for the atomic (but before any subsequent data accesses are executed).

In this way, hLRC avoids coherence actions for local synchronization while ensuring that any synchronizing pair of atomics executed in separate cores will be accompanied by a release flush action at the cache of the first atomic access (occurring after the memory access), and an acquire invalidation at the cache of the second atomic access (occurring before the memory access). This conservative triggering of coherence actions is sufficient to guarantee SC for DRF. However, it can also cause excessive coherence actions if atomic locality is low, evictions are frequent, or atomic
Table 3.4: Simulated heterogeneous system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>128 GPU cores with below configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 data cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 instr. cache/4 GPU cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Workloads and inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Graph Inputs</th>
<th>Graph Sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP)</td>
<td>1: USA-road-d.BAY</td>
<td>7.86 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: USA-road-d.COL</td>
<td>21.3 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: c-68</td>
<td>4.27 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Coloring (color)</td>
<td>1: ecology1</td>
<td>35.9 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: coAuthorsDBLP</td>
<td>18 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: dictionary28</td>
<td>1.64 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank (PR)</td>
<td>1: USA-road-d.BAY</td>
<td>7.86 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: c-68</td>
<td>4.27 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: OPF_10000</td>
<td>3.57 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accesses do not have acquire-release semantics.

### 3.3.2 Evaluation

To evaluate hLRC, we simulate a CPU-GPU system using an extended version of the publicly available AMD gem5 APU simulator [13]. The simulated GPU contains 128 GPU cores in total. Each GPU core has four SIMD units and a private L1 data cache. All L1 data caches and instruction caches are connected to a unified L2 cache that is then connected to system memory through a memory controller shared by an on-chip CPU. These components are distributed evenly across an 8x16 mesh network. Table 3.4 describes the detailed parameters of the simulated system. Note that this evaluation uses a hierarchical simulation framework, which is different from the flat 2-level cache structure used for performance evaluation in Section 3.2.

By default, a write-through, write-allocate policy at the L1 and L2 is used for all data. An acquire operation triggers a single-cycle flash invalidation of the L1 cache, and a release operation triggers a flush of the L1 store buffer, which is implemented as a FIFO. To support DeNovo and hLRC we introduce an Owned state to the L1 and L2 caches. When using hLRC or DeNovo, L1 and L2 caches are write-back and write-allocate for owned data. hLRC only performs acquire and release actions when ownership changes, as described in Section 3.3.1. For both DeNovo and hLRC,
owned data is not invalidated on a self-invalidation or written back on flush.

We use three benchmarks from the Pannotia GPU graph analytics benchmark suite [38]: Single-source shortest path (SSSP), Graph coloring (color), and PageRank (PR). Each of these applications converges on a solution by iteratively processing all nodes in a graph. Processing a node involves visiting each of the node’s neighbors, so load imbalance is introduced through variation in degree and locality.

Each application has been modified to use local task queues and work stealing. The input-dependent load imbalance of graph analytics workloads makes them a good fit for work stealing, which is a prime example of the dynamic sharing patterns enabled by RSP, DeNovo, and hLRC. In addition, the high expected (but statically unpredictable) synchronization locality of task queue access in a work stealing pattern makes it a good fit for hLRC.

Graph inputs are chosen from the Florida sparse matrix collection [48]. The inputs that we evaluated for each workload are listed in Table 3.5. These inputs were selected to fully utilize all 128 GPU cores.

We measure the performance of 6 coherence and stealing configurations:

- baseline: Represents a conventional GPU coherence strategy where global synchronization is used to access local task queues only (work stealing is disabled).
- scope: Shows the individual benefit of local synchronization (locally scoped synchronization is used for accessing local task queues only and stealing is disabled).

Figure 3.4: Performance (speedup relative to baseline).
Figure 3.5: Breakdowns of invalidation and flush action types.
Figure 3.6: Total latency breakdowns for data accesses and synchronization actions.
• **steal**: Shows the individual benefit of work stealing (task stealing is enabled and global synchronization is used for all queue accesses). Note that efficient dynamic sharing is not supported under conventional GPU coherence, so these benefits are mutually exclusive.

• **RSP**: Represents remote scope promotion, which uses locally scoped synchronization for accessing a local task queue, but requires RSP semantics and broadcast actions for attempting to steal from a remote task queue.

• **DeNovo-B**: Represents a simplified version of the DeNovo protocol that tracks ownership at block granularity (this differs from the implementation used in Section 3.2).

• **hLRC**: Represents heterogeneous lazy release consistency.

Both DeNovo-B and hLRC may steal from remote queues and do not need to specify scope semantics with their synchronization accesses.

Figure 3.4 compares the speedup for each configuration relative to baseline. On average, the scope-only configuration improves performance by 7% relative to baseline, the steal-only configuration improves performance by 16%, the RSP implementation causes a 4% decrease in performance, DeNovo-B improves performance by 21%, and hLRC improves performance by 29%.

Each configuration triggers invalidation and flush actions at different rates and for different reasons. To illustrate this, Figures 3.5a and 3.5b break down the invalidation and flush actions, respectively, based on cause. All configurations trigger invalidation and flush actions at the start and end of a kernel (labeled *kernel start* and *kernel end*). In the steal-only, RSP, and DeNovo-B configurations, accesses to the task queues involve acquire and release semantics which trigger local invalidations and flushes (labeled *kernel start* and *kernel end*). In RSP, invalidations and flushes may also be triggered by a remote cache when RSP semantics are used to steal. Finally, hLRC triggers invalidations and flushes based on atomic ownership changes rather than synchronization semantics. An invalidation is triggered when a cache obtains ownership for an atomic, and a flush is triggered when a cache loses ownership for an atomic (labeled *atomic in* and *atomic out*).

Figure 3.6a shows the combined latency of all non-atomic data accesses broken down by load and store operations and normalized to baseline. Figure 3.6b shows the combined latency of all acquire operations, release operations, and atomic accesses, normalized to baseline. This helps explain how
data access latency and atomic access latency (which are more numerous than data accesses but more likely to be on the critical path) are affected by the configurations studied. Acquire includes the latency of the kernel start and acquire actions in Figure 3.5a. Release includes the latency of the kernel end and release actions in Figure 3.5b, and Atomic LD/ST/RMW includes latency from the atomic in and atomic out invalidate/flush actions.

Using these detailed graphs, we next compare the performance of the RSP, DeNovo-B, and hLRC configurations.

**RSP**: As expected, RSP scales poorly to 128 cores. The broadcast lock, invalidate, and flush commands of the RSP implementation greatly increase coherence actions, data access latency, and synchronization latency. This ultimately degrades performance relative to the baseline configuration by up to 33%.

**DeNovo-B**: The DeNovo-B configuration scales well to 128 cores and can exploit significant cache locality in the presence of work stealing, delivering the best performance for multiple workloads. However, it does not provide the benefits of both scope-only and read-only for multiple other workloads. DeNovo-B differs from RSP and hLRC in that it obtains local registration for all stored data, and it performs coherence actions for every atomic. DeNovo-B’s L2 inclusivity for all writes causes contention and evictions at the L2 cache, which in turn can increase release latency and fill up the store buffer, stalling subsequent access (evident in the release latency, acquire latency, and store latency in SSSP-3 and color-1). However, the L2 functions as a write-back cache for dirty data, enabling improved reuse of written data at the L2 (all other configurations, including hLRC, maintain consistency by invalidating L2 cache lines when writing through to memory). Thus, DeNovo-B is better able to exploit reuse at the L2 between GPU cores, which is evident in the decreased release latency and load latency for PR-2 and PR-3. For SSSP-1, SSSP-2, and PR-1, DeNovo-B suffers from frequent invalidations, which causes L1 read reuse to suffer and data access latency to increase slightly. However, by performing coherence actions at every acquire or release, DeNovo-B is less sensitive than RSP and hLRC to low synchronization locality (see color-3, PR-2, and PR-3).

**hLRC**: By automatically avoiding coherence actions when synchronization is local, hLRC is able to exploit the benefits of both work stealing and cache reuse. As Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show, hLRC decouples flush and invalidate operations from acquire and release accesses, reducing the
frequency of flush and invalidate operation when synchronization locality is high, which in turn reduces load, acquire, and release latency. However, since hLRC’s benefits rely on synchronization locality, its gains are less pronounced when stealing is frequent, and it performs roughly the same as the steal-only configuration when steal-only is dominant (SSSP-3, color-2, PR-2, PR-3). This is because for every acquire-release pair between remote GPU cores, hLRC incurs the latency of serially executing flush and invalidate actions as part of the acquiring atomic access, rather than preemptively flushing at the release. Although the increase in atomic latency (relative to DeNovo) is in most cases outweighed by a decrease in release latency (Figure 3.6b), atomic access latency is more likely to be on the critical path, so it can have a larger impact on performance.

Overall, RSP, DeNovo-B, and hLRC all attempt to simultaneously optimize for cache locality and work stealing, but only hLRC is able to consistently match or exceed the performance of the best of scope-only and steal-only for the workloads studied. RSP’s broadcast operations are unable to scale to 128 GPU cores, and result in an average 4% performance degradation. For most workloads, both DeNovo and hLRC are able achieve the benefits of steal and scoped synchronization, with an average 21% and 29% speedup relative to baseline, respectively. DeNovo excels when there is locality available in written data and suffers when the overheads of data ownership (increased L2 pressure and added delay for remote requests) are dominant, while hLRC excels when synchronization locality is high and suffers when synchronization locality is low. Overall, the work stealing workloads studied tend to exhibit more synchronization locality than locality in written data, and hLRC outperforms DeNovo-B by on average 7%.

3.4 Summary

To avoid the overheads of complex CPU coherence protocols, modern GPU caches use a coherence strategy designed for simplicity and scalability. They rely on DRF memory models and perform bulk invalidation and flush operations at synchronization points. This can be efficient for many conventional GPU applications, but performance suffers for emerging applications that exhibit fine-grained synchronization. Scoped synchronization can be used with the HRF memory model to skip coherence actions when synchronization is local, but it complicates the DRF memory model by requiring software to have static knowledge of the relative locations of synchronizing threads. This
added complexity complicates the job of programmers and compilers, and it precludes the use of scopes whenever communication patterns are irregular or unpredictable.

Both DeNovo and hLRC enable efficient coherence in the presence of frequent synchronization without the complexity of scopes. DeNovo reduces the cost of synchronization actions by obtaining ownership for writes and atomic accesses, enabling improved reuse in this data. This allows it to reduce execution time, energy, and network traffic for applications that use global synchronization, and to approach the performance of GPU coherence with scopes in applications where synchronization is statically known to be local. In contrast, hLRC reduces the frequency of flush and invalidation actions by exploiting locality in synchronization accesses. It combines insights from DeNovo, RSP, and lazy release consistency for CPUs to track atomic locality and only perform flush and invalidate actions when potential synchronization between remote cores is detected. This makes it particularly well suited for work stealing applications, which tend to exhibit frequent local synchronization and dynamic sharing.

Both coherence innovations have disadvantages. DeNovo only exploits reuse in owned data, and ownership requires extra state bits and L2 inclusivity. If locality in written data and atomics is low, obtaining ownership can be wasteful and incur added latency for remote requestors. hLRC triggers flush and invalidate coherence actions at atomic ownership changes rather than synchronization accesses, which can lead to excessive coherence actions or move delay to the critical path if synchronization locality is low. However, in general these costs seem to have a minimal performance impact. In our evaluations, DeNovo and hLRC consistently match or exceed the performance of the baseline configurations for the workloads studied, both in microbenchmarks and real GPU applications.

In addition, many of these disadvantages can be mitigated using optimizations that exploit information from software. DeNovo’s primary disadvantage is its inability to exploit reuse in non-owned data. DeNovo regions, originally described by Choi et al. [12], enable selective invalidation of non-owned data at synchronization points. This allows improved cache reuse for valid data as well as owned data (the read-only region optimization from Section 3.2.3 is one example of this technique). hLRC’s primary disadvantage is the possibility of excessive serialized flush and invalidation actions that can be triggered when synchronization locality is low. Scope semantics are unnecessary for functionality in hLRC, but they can be used to avoid excessive flush and invalidation actions.
by communicating expected synchronization locality. For example, if synchronization locality is expected to be low, global scope may be used for an access, and the hLRC system can choose to not obtain ownership for that access, instead preemptively performing the cache flush or invalidation associated with the synchronization access. When synchronization locality is low, then, scopes can be used to reduce ownership transfer, improving hLRC performance for a broader range of applications.

Even without these optimizations, both DeNovo and hLRC show that efficient GPU coherence is possible without forcing the programming to deal with added memory model complexity. Both techniques offer advantages over GPU coherence, but which coherence strategy is preferable will depend on the locality properties of the target workload.
Chapter 4

DRF-Relaxed: Relaxed Atomics with SC-Centric Semantics

In modern GPUs, synchronization costs can quickly form a performance bottleneck for workloads with frequent synchronization. Scoped synchronization and relaxed atomics are two common ways to reduce the cost of synchronization. Chapter 3 discussed the complexities of scoped synchronization and proposed changes to the coherence protocol to improve synchronization efficiency. In this chapter we describe the benefits and limitations of relaxed atomics as currently defined, and we propose DRF-Relaxed (or DRFrlx), a consistency model that enable us to achieve the performance benefits of atomic relaxation while retaining simple SC-centric semantics.

4.1 Background: Relaxed Atomics

In a DRF compliant system, synchronization accesses enforce ordering between memory accesses in a thread. This enforcement typically involves waiting for all prior memory accesses to complete before issuing an atomic request and waiting for a pending atomic to complete before issuing any subsequent memory accesses. In systems that use self-invalidation or write-through caches (e.g., GPUs) it may also involve performing a flush of dirty data and a bulk cache invalidation before and after the atomic access. Atomic semantics that adhere to these constraints are called SC atomics, or paired atomics. They may have a negative impact on performance, but they are required to ensure sequentially consistent (SC) behavior in modern DRF (or HRF) GPU memory models. Such SC-centric memory models are popular because SC behavior is easy to reason about.

In some cases it is possible for the system to disregard these constraints and still provide acceptable (in some cases non-SC) behavior. This has motivated the addition of relaxed atomics to memory models for C++ and HSA, among others. By relaxing ordering constraints, relaxed atomics can improve performance at the cost of SC guarantees. Performance gains are especially
impressive in GPU systems, where expensive bulk coherence actions are required to enforce ordering constraints. Figure 4.1 shows the speedup from using relaxed atomics rather than SC atomics for a set of GPU benchmarks, each run with multiple inputs. The benchmarks were selected for their atomic access frequency and were executed on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX680. Although not all applications benefit from atomic relaxation, many applications experience significant speedups (up to 99x for PageRank).

Unfortunately, the introduction of relaxed atomics greatly complicates program semantics, and not only because it breaks guarantees of SC behavior. Formalizing any kind of sensible program behavior in the presence of relaxed atomics has proven difficult due to the problem of “out-of-thin-air” values. Out-of-thin-air values refer to arbitrary values that can arise in an execution due to self-satisfying speculative memory operations that are part of a cyclic dependency. This type of behavior makes it extremely difficult to reason about the values that could be returned by memory accesses and should be disallowed, but prohibiting this without simultaneously prohibiting some desirable hardware optimizations remains an unsolved formalization challenge [18, 28, 6, 19, 29, 93, 58].

There have been many attempts to formalize relaxed atomics (described in more detail in Section 7.3), but at this point all are acknowledged to have significant limitations. Furthermore, all require giving up the familiar interface of SC, even if there is a single relaxed atomic in the program, including one buried in invisible library code. There is clearly a need for a formalism that enables the huge performance gains of relaxed atomics without resorting to complicated or poorly defined semantics.

### 4.2 Relaxed Atomics Use Cases

The DRFrlx memory model is based on a different goal from that of prior attempts at formalism. Offering clear, simple semantics for every possible use case of relaxed atomics has proven to be
extremely difficult, if not impossible. Instead, we draw from the intuition behind the widely adopted DRF consistency model: look at how relaxed atomics are used in practice, and only worry about offering semantics for the types of applications that can practically benefit from atomic relaxation. Thus, in developing DRFrIx we identified situations where relaxed atomics are useful and safe, we formalized the properties of safe usage, and we defined how DRFrIx can offer SC-centric semantics to a program that uses relaxed atomics under these conditions.

After reaching out to developers, vendors, and researchers active in this area, we identified 5 common useful and safe relaxed atomic categories. Sections 4.2.1-4.2.4 informally describe these new relaxed atomic types, the use cases that motivate them, and the conditions for safe use. Much of the terminology used in these sections is formally defined in Section 4.3 which formally specifies the DRFrIx memory model.

4.2.1 Unpaired Atomics

The first atomic type, unpaired atomics, has already been formalized in the DRF1 memory model [3]. They are motivated by the use case where an atomic access is not being used to form a paired chain between racy data accesses. One common example of this is the work queues access pattern illustrated in code listing 4.1. A worker thread periodically checks the occupancy of a work queue. If the queue is empty, no further action is taken on the queue until the next check. If there is work to be done, the worker will access some of the data in the queue. SC atomics are only needed to protect data accesses when the queue is not empty. The occupancy check may be relaxed with respect to data accesses because any subsequent queue accesses will be protected by a separate SC atomic access.

DRF1 extends the DRF0 memory model [4], which does not distinguish different atomic types and considers all atomics SC atomics. Unpaired atomics may not be reordered with other SC and unpaired atomics, but can be reordered with data accesses, which means they may elide flush and invalidate actions in a GPU coherence protocol. As a result, they may be used to avoid a data race on the memory accesses they are used for, but they cannot be used as part of a paired synchronization to order racy data accesses in an SC for DRF memory model. This is formalized in their exclusion from the definitions of synchronization order and happens-before in Section 4.3.
Commutative Atomics

Commutative atomics are motivated by the use case where there are multiple associative and commutative updates being concurrently performed on some data such that the order in which the updates are performed does not affect the final result of the program. A common example of this pattern is the event counters use case illustrated in code listing 4.2. In this code, multiple threads concurrently update a histogram of event counts based on the values read from a data array. If the return value of the atomic (the intermediate value at the time the update is performed) is never used by the updater and the final value for each bin is only read after some SC synchronization, the commutative updates can be safely reordered and still result in the same final value for each histogram bin.

Used correctly, commutative atomics may be reordered with both data accesses and other relaxed atomic accesses. The conditions for safe use require that, in any SC execution of program, the intermediate return value from any commutative atomic update is not used in the updating thread, and all commutative atomic updates only race with atomic accesses that are pairwise commutative and associative (e.g., atomic add and atomic subtract operations may race). If a commutative atomic is involved in a race that does not satisfy the above conditions, this constitutes a commutative race, formalized in Section 4.3.
4.2.2 Non-Ordering Atomics

Non-ordering atomics are motivated by codes where synchronization accesses do not order any other data or synchronization accesses in the program. This essentially means that reordering the accesses with other data or relaxed atomic accesses in the thread will still result in SC behavior. An example of this pattern is given by the flags use case shown in code listing 4.3. In this example, worker threads repeatedly perform some computation, which may involve setting a dirty flag until they read a stop flag that has been set by a master thread. Relaxation is safe here because the atomic accesses to stop and dirty may be reordered with one another and the final result will always be consistent with an SC execution.

Non-ordering atomics may be reordered with data accesses and other relaxed atomics. The conditions for safe use require that every pair of racy atomic accesses in any SC execution of the program are not exclusively ordered (through program order and conflict order) by a path that includes non-ordering atomics. Such a race constitutes a non-ordering race, formally defined in Section 4.3.
```
atomic<bool> dirty = false, stop = false;

// Threads 1..N:
...
while (!stop.atomic_load(mem_order.relaxed)) {
  if (...) {
    dirty.atomic_store(true, mem_order.relaxed);
  }
  ...
}

// Main Thread:
main() {
  launch_workers(); // launch threads 1..N
  ...
  stop.atomic_store(true, mem_order.relaxed);
  join_workers();
  if (dirty.atomic_load(mem_order.relaxed))
    cleanup_dirty_stuff();
}
```

Listing 4.3: Flags example [1172].

4.2.3 Speculative Atomics

Sometimes a memory access may be performed speculatively but its result will only be used if it is found to not have raced with any other concurrent accesses. Speculative atomics are designed for this scenario. An example of this pattern is shown in the seqlock use case illustrated in code listing 4.4. Seqlock enforces a single writer/multiple reader invariant in some shared data by surrounding read accesses to the data with SC atomics to check whether a concurrent write has executed concurrently with the read operation. If a write action is found to have raced with a read action, the read values are discarded and the read operation is retried. If the speculative reads in the reader operation are reordered and are performed concurrently with writes, these reads can return non-SC values. However, since the race is guaranteed to be detected and these non-SC values therefore are guaranteed to not be used, the final result will still be consistent with an SC execution.

Speculative atomics may be reordered with data accesses and other relaxed atomics. This relaxed atomic type can be safely used in a program as long as, in every SC execution of the program, any race involving speculative atomics involves at least one load (not a read-modify-write), and the return value of that load is not used. Any race involving speculative atomics that does not satisfy these requirements forms a speculative race, defined formally in Section 4.3.
atomic<unsigned> seq;
atomic<int> data1, data2;

T reader() {
    int r1, r2;
    unsigned seq0, seq1;
    do {
        seq0 = seq.atomic_load(mem_order_seq_cst);
        r1 = data1.atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed);
        r2 = data2.atomic_load(mem_order_relaxed);
        seq1 = seq.atomic_fetch_add(0, mem_order_seq_cst);
    } while ((seq0 != seq1) || (seq0 & 1));
    // uses r1 and r2
}

void writer(...) {
    unsigned seq0 = seq.atomic_load(mem_order_seq_cst);
    while ((seq0 & 1) || !seq.cmp_exchange(seq0, seq0+1, mem_order_relaxed)) {
        seq0 = seq.atomic_load(mem_order_seq_cst);
    }
    data1.atomic_store(..., mem_order_relaxed);
    data2.atomic_store(..., mem_order_relaxed);
    seq.atomic_store(seq0 + 2, mem_order_seq_cst);
}

Listing 4.4: Seqlocks example [25].

4.2.4 Quantum Atomics

The final relaxed atomic type is Quantum Atomics. While prior relaxed atomic types preserve SC semantics, quantum atomics are designed for codes where relaxation can lead to non-SC behavior, but this non-SC behavior is tolerable. On example of this is the split counter use case shown in code listing 4.5. In this example, a counter is split into multiple sub-counters, which may be concurrently read and updated by parallel threads. If atomic accesses to these sub-counters are relaxed, the values returned for partial sum reads may not be consistent with an SC execution. However, this non-SC behavior is tolerable for many applications as long as the loaded values are roughly representative of the current state of each sub-counter.

Quantum atomics may be reordered with data accesses and other atomic accesses. The issue of non-SC behavior and arbitrary out-of-thin-air return values is addressed by the introduction of a quantum-equivalent program. A quantum-equivalent program replaces every quantum load in a DRFrlx program with a call to a dummy random number generator. This quantum-equivalent program is then used to enumerate all possible SC executions when identifying illegal races. In addition to races defined above, a race between a quantum atomic store and a non-quantum access of any kind in a SC execution of the quantum-equivalent program constitutes a quantum race,
formally defined in Section 4.3. This quantum-equivalence check forces the programmer to consider the unintentional side effects that can arise from non-SC behavior, including out-of-thin-air values.

The execution of a DRFr1x program on a DRFr1x compliant system must be consistent with an SC execution of the quantum-equivalent program, and must also preserve per-location SC and happens-before consistency in quantum atomics. Thus, quantum atomic semantics isolate the non-SC effects of this relaxed atomic type while still allowing programmers to think about possible executions and races in a SC-centric manner.

4.3 DRF-Relaxed Formal Definitions

The DRFr1x memory consistency model extends the DRF1 memory model defined by Adve and Hill, and much of the terminology used in the following definitions is based on this work [3]. An operation is a memory access that either reads a memory location (a load) or modifies a memory location (a store). Two memory operations conflict if they access the same memory location and at least one of them is a store. Two memory operations, op1 and op2, are ordered by program order (op1 \( \rightarrow \) po op2) if and only if both are from the same thread and op1 is ordered before op2 by the program text. An execution is sequentially consistent (SC) if there exists a total order, T, on all its memory operations such that (i) T is consistent with program order and (ii) a load L returns
the value of the last store $S$ to the same location ordered before $L$ by $T$. We refer to $T$ as an SC total order for the execution.\textsuperscript{1}

As with DRF1, all memory operations in a DRFrIx program are distinguished to the system as either data or atomic. In addition to the paired and unpaired atomic types defined in DRF1,\textsuperscript{2} an atomic operation in DRFrIx may also be distinguished as commutative, non-ordering, speculative, or quantum.

4.3.1 Definitions for an SC Execution with SC total order $T$

Synchronization Order ($\rightarrow_{so}$): Let $X$ and $Y$ be two memory operations in an execution. $X \rightarrow_{so} Y$ if and only if $X$ and $Y$ conflict, $X$ is a paired synchronization write, $Y$ is a paired synchronization read, and $X$ is ordered before $Y$ in the SC total order.

Happens-before ($\rightarrow_{hb}$): The happens-before relation is defined on the memory operations of an execution as the irreflexive transitive closure of po and so: $hb = (po \cup so)^{+}$.

Race: Two operations $X$ and $Y$ in an execution form a race (under DRF1) if and only if $X$ and $Y$ are from different threads, they conflict with each other, and they are not ordered by happens-before.

Data Race: Two operations $X$ and $Y$ form a data race (under DRF1) if and only if they form a race and at least one of them is distinguished as a data operation.

Result of an execution: The memory state at the end of the execution.

Commutativity: Two stores or RMWs to a single memory location $M$ are commutative with respect to each other if they can be performed in any order and yield the same value for $M$.

Commutative Race: Two operations $X$ and $Y$ form a commutative race if and only if:

- $X$ and $Y$ form a race,
- at least one of $X$ or $Y$ is distinguished as a commutative operation, and
- $X$ and $Y$ are not commutative with respect to each other or the value loaded by either operation is used by another instruction in its thread.

\textsuperscript{1}For brevity, we refer the reader to [5] for formal definitions of several intuitive notions. Informally, an execution must obey correctness requirements for a single core. To accommodate read-modify-writes (RMW), the read (load) and write (store) of a RMW must appear together in an SC total order.

\textsuperscript{2}Paired atomics are the equivalent of SC atomics in the C and C++ models [28].
Conflict Order (\(\rightarrow\)): \(X \rightarrow Y\) if and only if \(X\) and \(Y\) conflict and \(X\) is ordered before \(Y\) in \(T\).

Program/Conflict Graph and a Path [5]: The program/conflict graph of an execution is a directed graph where the vertices are the (dynamic) operations of the execution and the edges represent program order and conflict order. Below all paths refer to paths in the program/conflict graph.

Ordering Path [5]: A path from \(X\) to \(Y\) is called an ordering path if it has at least one program order edge and \(X\) and \(Y\) conflict.

Race Path: A race path from operation \(X\) to operation \(Y\) exists if and only if \(X \rightarrow Y\) and there is no path from \(X\) to \(Y\) in the program/conflict graph that contains at least one program order edge.

Connect: For two conflicting atomics \(X\) and \(Y\), \(X\) connects \(Y\) if there is a path between them in the program/conflict graph and either:

- the path has at least one program order edge, or
- there is a race path between \(X\) and \(Y\)

Non-ordering Race: Two operations, \(X\) and \(Y\) form a non-ordering race if and only if:

- \(X\) and \(Y\) form a race,
- both \(X\) and \(Y\) are distinguished as atomics and at least one of them is distinguished as a non-ordering atomic, and
- there exist racing (non-commutative) atomic accesses, \(A\) and \(B\) in at least one SC execution, such that \(X \rightarrow Y\) is part of \(A\) connects \(B\) and there is no alternate way to connect \(A\) and \(B\) without passing through a non-ordering atomic access.

Speculative Race: Two operations, \(X\) and \(Y\), form a speculative race if and only if they form a race, at least one of \(X\) or \(Y\) is distinguished as a speculative atomic, and either:

- both operations are stores, or
- the result of the load is observed by another instruction in the execution (i.e., the returned value is used by another instruction in the thread).
Quantum-Equivalent Program: We generate a quantum-equivalent program $P_q$ from a program $P$ as follows. Each quantum atomic load $r_i = Y$; in $P$ is replaced with a call to a conceptual random function $r_i = \text{random}();$ in $P_q$. Similarly, each quantum atomic store $Y = r_j$ is replaced with a quantum store of a random value $Y = \text{random}()$. A quantum RMW's load and store are both replaced as above.

Quantum Race: Two operations, $X$ and $Y$ form a quantum race if and only if they form a race, either $X$ or $Y$ is a quantum atomic store, and the other is not a quantum atomic.

Happens-Before Consistency: A load $L$ must always return the value of a store $S$ to the same memory location $M$ in the execution. It must not be the case that $L \xrightarrow{\text{hb}1} S$ or that there exists another store $S'$ to $M$ such that $S \xrightarrow{\text{hb}1} S' \xrightarrow{\text{hb}1} L$.

Per-Location SC: There is a total order, $T_{\text{loc}}$, on all operations to a given memory location such that $T_{\text{loc}}$ is consistent with happens-before-1, and that a load $L$ returns the value of the last store to this location before $L$ by $T_{\text{loc}}$.

4.3.2 DRF-Relaxed Model Definition

This section defines the DRFrlx consistency model based on terminology defined in the above sections.

DRF-Relaxed Program: A program is DRFrlx if and only if for every SC execution of the quantum-equivalent program, all memory operations can be distinguished by the system as either data, paired atomic, unpaired atomic, commutative atomic, non-ordering atomic, speculative atomic, or quantum atomic, and there are no data races, commutative races, non-ordering races, speculative races, or quantum races in the execution.

DRF-Relaxed Model: A system obeys the DRFrlx memory model if and only if the result of every execution of a DRFrlx program on the system is the result of an SC execution of the quantum-equivalent program. Additionally, every execution must obey happens-before consistency and per-location SC for all atomic accesses in the original program.

DRF-Relaxed Correctness Theorem: Theorem[1] describes a system with properties that are sufficient to correctly implement DRFrlx. The system used in the evaluation conforms to these properties. Although a proof is omitted for space, it follows the basic structure of DRF proofs in
prior work [5].

**Theorem 1.** Assume a heterogeneous system is DRF1 compliant in that it allows reordering of data accesses with other data accesses and with unpaired atomic accesses, but enforces happens-before consistency and prevents reordering of paired and unpaired atomics. Assume also that it enforces per-location SC for all atomics and constrains DRFrlx’s commutative, non-ordering, speculative, and quantum atomic operation completion/propagation in the same way as data operations. Such a system is DRFrlx compliant.

4.4 Formalization in Herd

We also formalize DRFrlx in Herd [9], a tool for formalizing memory models in terms of allowed relations between memory accesses in different threads. Given a model definition and a program, Herd produces all possible executions of the program as constrained by the model, and flags any relations of interest as specified by the model (e.g., race conditions). Herd verification of DRFrlx consists of two models: a programmer-centric model and a system-centric model. The programmer-centric model (shown in code listing 4.6) defines and identifies illegal races under DRFrlx. The system-centric model (shown in code listing 4.7) generates all possible executions of a program that would be possible in an example hardware system that enforces DRFrlx constraints.

Numerous litmus tests were used to test these models. They include the use cases in Section 4.2, incorrectly labeled versions of these use cases, and various other tests designed to stress various racy and non-racy patterns. Although detailed results are omitted, for all litmus tests, the programmer-centric model correctly identifies races in the SC execution, and the system-centric model can only produce non-SC executions when the model allows it (i.e., when there is an illegal race or when quantum atomics are used).

4.4.1 Relaxed Atomics Herd Formalization

```let at-least-one a = a | -a
let PairedR = (Paired & R)
let PairedW = (Paired & W)```
let sol = (PairedW * PairedR) & (rf | fr | co)+
let hbl = (po | sol)+
let conflict = at−least−one W & loc
let race = (conflict & ext & ¬(hbl | hbl`−1)) \ (IW*)
let data−race = race & (at−least−one Data)

(* comm−pair relates any two memory operations that are pairwise commutative (we omit the precise definition for space *))
(* commutative race: a race involving a commutative access where either a) the accesses are not pairwise commutative *)
let comm−race1 = (race & (at−least−one Comm)) \ comm−pair
(* or b) the return value of an operation is observable *)
let comm−race2 = (race & (at−least−one Comm)) ; (addr | data | ctrl)
let comm−race = comm−race1 | comm−race2

(* pco: program−conflict order *)
(* pcoPO: pco that contains a po edge *)
let pco = (po | co | rf | fr)+
let pcoPO = po | (po ; pco) | (pco ; po ; pco) | (pco ; po)

(* opath−aloNO: ordering path with at least one NO atomic *)
let aloNO = (at−least−one NonOrder)
let pcoPO−NO−pco = (pcoPO & aloNO) ; pco
let pco−NO−pcoPO = pco ; (pcoPO & aloNO)
let pcoPO−aloNO = (pcoPO & aloNO) | pcoPO−NO−pco | pco−NO−pcoPO
let opath−aloNO = pcoPO−aloNO & conflict

(* valid ordering path 1: accesses to the same address *)
let valid−pco1 = ((po | co | rf | fr) & loc)+
let valid−po1 = po & loc
let valid−pcoPO1 = valid−po1 | (valid−po1 ; valid−pco1) | (valid−pco1 ; valid−po1 ; valid−pco1) | (valid−pco1 ; valid−po1)
let valid−opath1 = valid−pcoPO1 & conflict

(* valid ordering path 2: Unpaired/Paired accesses *)
let valid−pco2 = ((po | co | rf | fr) & (Paired | Unpaired) *(Paired | Unpaired))+
let valid−po2 = po & (Paired | Unpaired) *(Paired | Unpaired)
let valid−pcoPO2 = valid−po2 | (valid−po2 ; valid−pco2) | (valid−pco2 ; valid−po2 ; valid−pco2) | (valid−pco2 ; valid−po2)
let valid−opath2 = valid−pcoPO2 & conflict

(* non−ordering race: there is an ordering path between two accesses that contains a
NonOrdering edge, and there are no alternate valid ordering paths.*

(* note: for simpler herd construction, this relation is defined between the accesses at the ends of the ordering path *)

let non-order-race = ((race \ data-race \ comm-race) & opath-aloNO) \ valid-opath1 \ valid-opath2

(* quantum race: Quantum races with non-quantum *)

let quantum-race = (race & (at-least-one Quantum)) \ (Quantum * Quantum)

(* speculative race: a race involving a speculative access where either a) both accesses are writes *)

let speculative-race1 = (race & (at-least-one Spec) & (W * W))

(* ... or b) the racy load is observable *)

let speculative-race2 = (race & (at-least-one Spec)) ; (addr | data | ctrl)

let speculative-race = speculative-race1 | speculative-race2

let illegal-race = data-race | comm-race | non-order-race | quantum-race | speculative-race

(* limit to SC executions *)

acyclic (po | rf | co | fr)

(* RMWs to happen atomically *)

empty rmw & (fre ; coe)

(* Identify any races in SC executions *)

flag "empty (illegal-race) as IllegalRace"

Listing 4.6: DRFrlx’s programmer-centric model in Herd: defining and identifying illegal races in a program.

### 4.5 Evaluation

This evaluation measures the benefits of different levels of atomic relaxation in emerging GPU applications as well as how these benefits are affected by the choice of coherence strategy. DRF0 is used as the baseline consistency model configuration and forces all atomic accesses to use paired atomic semantics, requiring a cache flush and invalidate at every atomic write and read, respectively. DRF1 relaxes ordering constraints between unpaired atomics and data accesses, showing the benefit of avoiding cache flush and invalidation actions at each such atomic access. Finally, DRFrlx relaxes ordering constraints between relaxed atomic types, showing the benefits of overlapping atomic
accesses in the memory system. The two coherence strategies studied are GPU coherence and DeNovo, described in Chapter 3. The main difference between the two is that DeNovo obtains ownership for writes and atomic accesses, while GPU coherence writes through dirty data and performs atomic accesses at the L2.

We evaluate the following 6 configurations which include the full set of The full set of configurations and associated abbreviations are as follows:

- **GD0**: GPU coherence with DRF0 consistency. This is the baseline configuration.
- **GD1**: GPU coherence with DRF1 consistency.
- **GDR**: GPU coherence with DRFRlx consistency.
- **DD0**: DeNovo with DRF0 consistency.
- **DD1**: DeNovo with DRF1 consistency.
- **DDR**: DeNovo with DRFRlx consistency.

The GPU applications studied include both synthetic microbenchmarks and real benchmark applications. The microbenchmarks represent the use cases described in Section 4.2. The benchmarks are a set of emerging GPU applications that were selected for having frequent synchronization
that may be safely relaxed. The evaluation is performed using the same integrated architectural
CPU-GPU simulator used in Section 3.2.3 but with added support for relaxed atomics.

Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show microbenchmark execution time and dynamic energy breakdown,
respectively. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show real application execution time and dynamic energy
breakdown, respectively.

The relaxations enabled by DRF1 benefit the real applications more than the microbenchmarks,
since the microbenchmarks are composed primarily of atomic accesses and avoiding synchronization
actions only improves cache reuse for data accesses. Across all microbenchmarks and benchmarks,
DRF1 reduces execution time for GPU coherence (DeNovo) by on average 11% (11%) and dynamic
energy by 10% (12%) relative to DRF0.

With DRFrlx, multiple atomics can be issued concurrently by a thread, increasing memory level
parallelism. This reduces execution time for GPU coherence (DeNovo) by on average 9% (7%) by
enabling more memory level parallelism for atomics. However, the improved parallelism does not
affect cache hit rate or reduce the number of requests sent. Therefore, DRFrlx has a minimal effect
on energy for both GPU coherence and DeNovo.

For both microbenchmarks and real applications, DeNovo’s improved ability to exploit locality
in written data and atomics tends to build upon the benefits of atomic relaxations. Using DeNovo
rather than GPU coherence results in an average reduction in execution time (energy) of 14%
(16%), 14% (18%), and 11% (18%) for DRF0, DRF1, and DRFrlx respectively.

4.6 Summary

Atomic relaxation has long been used to improve performance in CPU codes, and it is arguably even
more important for software-managed coherence strategies like GPU coherence. Although there are
many cases where relaxed atomics can be used safely and effectively, existing DRF memory models
offer confusing and often poorly defined semantics for relaxed atomics when they are used in a
program. With DRFrlx, we identify these safe use cases of atomic relaxation, formalize what makes
them safe, and offer SC-centric semantics to programs that use them in this way. With DRFrlx,
heterogeneous systems can use relaxed atomics to relax ordering constraints and elide flush and
invalidate actions without sacrificing a simple DRF memory model.
Figure 4.2: Execution time and energy for microbenchmarks, normalized to GD0.
Figure 4.3: Execution time and dynamic energy for real applications, normalized to GD0.
DRFrIx may not be sufficient for every conceivable relaxation use case. For patterns where relaxation can lead to tolerable non-SC behavior, DRFrIx is particularly restrictive. Only quantum atomics may be used here, and they must be used in a controlled way that avoids introducing illegal races in the quantum-equivalent program. Since quantum loads are effectively replaced with a call to a random function in a quantum-equivalent program, this limits how the value returned by a quantum load may influence control flow or future memory accesses. For example, if the result of a quantum load is used to calculate the address of a subsequent memory access, the subsequent access in a quantum-equivalent program could illegally race with a concurrent access to any potential address that may have been generated from a call to rand(). It can be argued that these types of accesses should not use relaxed atomics because they introduce unacceptable complexity, and DRFrIx is therefore sufficient. Even so, the incremental design of the DRFrIx specification allows for further refinement, and incorporating a broader set of safe and useful relaxed access patterns is one possible future research direction.
Chapter 5

Spandex: Efficiently Integrating Heterogeneous Coherence Strategies

As we detail in prior sections, when implementing heterogeneous coherence, conventional coherence and consistency strategies that work well for CPUs do not always work well for GPUs, and vice versa. Devices in heterogeneous systems can have a wide range of memory demands which in turn motivate different cache coherence strategies. Efficiently interfacing devices which prefer different strategies into a single coherent system poses a significant challenge as systems become more specialized and exhibit increasingly diverse memory demands. Existing integration solutions tend to connect devices using a MESI-based protocol, sometimes with an intermediate cache level for connecting device types which are incompatible with MESI. Figure 5.1a illustrates this organization.

In this chapter we propose Spandex, a coherence interface which is flexible enough to efficiently integrate devices and workloads with widely varying memory demands and coherence strategies. As illustrated in Figure 5.1b, Spandex can directly interface diverse coherence strategies, adapting to suit the memory demands of a wide range of workloads. Although the Spandex design and evaluation focuses on interfacing diverse workloads on a single chip, its simplicity and scalability make it an attractive candidate for multi-chip coherence as well.

5.1 Background

When choosing a coherence strategy for a device, there are three fundamental design decisions to make: 1) how stale data is invalidated, 2) how writes are propagated, and 3) what granularity is used for state tracking and communication. In Section 5.1.1 we begin by classifying three coherence protocols described in prior sections – MESI, GPU coherence, and DeNovo – in terms of these design dimensions (summarized in Table 5.1). Based on this classification, we discuss the memory demands and locality properties that could make a device or workload a good fit for each. In Section 5.1.2
we describe some of the most common solutions for integrating these diverse coherence strategies in heterogeneous system.

5.1.1 Protocol Classification

MESI-based protocols (including MOESI, MESIF, etc.) are designed to exploit as much locality as possible by using writer-initiated invalidation, ownership-based (write-back) caches, and line granularity state and communication. Writer-initiated invalidation means that every read miss triggers a request for read permission in the form of Shared state – this permission is revoked only when a future write to the line sends an explicit invalidation to the reader. Ownership-based caching means that every cache miss for a write or atomic read-modify-write (RMW) access triggers a request for exclusive write permission in the form of ownership, or Modified state. Line granularity means that both read and write permissions are requested for the full line in MESI. Once read permission (Shared state) or write permission (Modified or Exclusive state) is obtained,
subsequent reads or writes to the same cache line may hit in the cache until a conflicting access from a remote core causes a downgrade or until the cache line is evicted. This strategy can offer high cache efficiency by exploiting temporal and spatial locality, but it comes at a cost.

The overhead incurred by writer-initiated invalidation imposes throughput and scalability limitations on the system. Each write miss must trigger invalidations in every core that may have read or write permissions for the target cache line. This can incur significant latency, storage, and communication bottlenecks as core counts and memory request throughput demands increase. Tracking state at cache line granularity rather than word granularity helps reduce this overhead. However, it also increases the likelihood of false sharing, which causes wasteful communication, latency, and state downgrades when cores access different words in the same cache line.

In addition, MESI-based protocols also suffer from high complexity. MESI is a read-for-ownership (RfO) protocol, which means that servicing a request for the Modified state requires transferring ownership as well as providing up-to-date data. On a write miss, caches must transition to a transient blocking state, typically delaying subsequent requests to the target cache block while all remote owners or sharers are downgraded and up-to-date data is retrieved. These transient states degrade performance, add complexity, and make extensions and optimizations to MESI-based protocols difficult to implement and verify.

MESI’s limited scalability, high complexity, and ability to exploit locality make it a good fit for CPU or accelerator workloads with small core counts, high locality, memory latency sensitivity, and low memory bandwidth demands.

**GPU coherence**, in contrast, is designed for high throughput and simplicity. Rather than obtaining ownership for writes, GPU L1 caches **write-through** dirty data to the backing cache. Similarly, atomic read-modify-write (RMW) operations bypass the L1 and are performed directly at the backing cache. Rather than sending invalidation messages to potential sharers on a write miss, GPU caches rely on software cues (kernel boundaries or synchronization accesses) to **self-invalidate** potentially stale data in the local cache at appropriate points. Finally, request granularity is chosen to exploit spatial locality while minimizing coherence overheads: read requests are sent at **line granularity** while write-through and RMW requests are sent at the granularity of updates or

---

1. Which of these overheads dominates depends on the sharing patterns of the target workload, and whether a snoopy or directory-based protocol is used.
The primary advantage of GPU coherence lies in its simplicity. By using write-through caches and self invalidation, GPU L1 caches avoid the overheads of obtaining read and write permission, including sharer invalidation, indirection, and transient blocking states. Sending write-through and RMW requests at the granularity of updates avoids the latency and communication overheads of RfO caches. However, GPU coherence can still exploit locality by coalescing stores to the same line in the write buffer. Self-invalidation enables read data to be tracked and communicated at line granularity without the risk of wasteful downgrades due to false sharing. As a result, GPU coherence exploits the abundant spatial locality in GPU workloads while sustaining a higher memory request bandwidth than is possible in a MESI-based protocol.

However, the simplicity of GPU coherence has some disadvantages when it comes to synchronization. As described in Section 3.1, GPU coherence must perform expensive cache flushes and invalidations at synchronization points, which can significantly limit cache efficiency if synchronization is frequent. In fact, modern GPU caches are designed to be relatively small, with the expectation that temporal locality is rare and long-term cache reuse is unlikely. Even with optimizations like scoped synchronization [55], relaxed atomics [52], or hLRC [10], GPU coherence is a poor fit for conventional CPU workloads which exhibit high temporal locality and latency sensitivity. Instead, GPU coherence performs best for workloads where global synchronization is infrequent, temporal locality is absent or reuse distance is small, and memory latency is not a performance bottleneck.

The DeNovo protocol can be thought of as a sweet spot between the complexity and cache efficiency of MESI at one end and the simplicity and expensive synchronization actions of GPU coherence at the other. Like MESI, DeNovo coherence obtains ownership for stores and atomic accesses. However, like GPU coherence, DeNovo self-invalidates stale data at synchronization points. Both read and write requests are sent (and Owned state is tracked) at word granularity, although a read response may be sent at line granularity when more data in the requested line is available (Owned) at the responding core. By requesting and tracking ownership at modification granularity, DeNovo avoids false sharing. In addition, writes do not need to request up-to-date data and ownership can be transferred without transient blocking states delaying subsequent requests.

Since Owned data is not invalidated at synchronization points, DeNovo caches are able to exploit...
reuse in this data even in the presence of frequent synchronization. Thus, DeNovo is able to achieve better cache efficiency than GPU coherence while avoiding much of the coherence overhead, false sharing, and transient states that come with writer-initiated invalidation and RfO protocols like MESI. This makes DeNovo a good fit for a wide range of CPU, GPU, and accelerator workloads.

Of course, DeNovo is not ideal for every workload. By using word granularity writes, DeNovo is less able to exploit spatial locality in written data (although writes to the same line can be coalesced into a single request in the DeNovo write buffer). Additionally, self-invalidation can still harm cache efficiency if there is locality in non-owned data. Even with optimizations like selective region invalidation, DeNovo performs best for programs with high temporal locality in written data and low locality or predictable sharing patterns in read data.

5.1.2 Heterogeneous Coherence Solutions

Integrating coherence strategies as diverse as MESI, GPU coherence, and DeNovo is an important challenge for coherent heterogeneous systems. In this section we describe some key related work that motivated Spandex and influenced the baseline system for our evaluations (Section 7.2 provides a more comprehensive description of related work).

Existing heterogeneous coherence solutions often rely on an assumption of limited inter-device communication demands. This motivates a MESI-based last level protocol, potentially with an intermediate cache level for filtering requests from devices that do not work well with MESI, such as GPU cores.

For example, the IBM Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI) enables FPGAs and other accelerators to use a coherent MESI-based cache which interfaces with a snoopy MESI-based last level cache fabric [108]. This design enables efficient high-bandwidth communication between accelerators which share a cache, but the use of a MESI-based protocol means that sharing patterns unsuitable for MESI (e.g., high-throughput streaming workloads with limited temporal locality) may incur excessive coherence overheads.

The AMD APU uses a hierarchical cache structure with a MESI-based directory to integrate its CPUs and GPUs [21]. This approach is best suited for hierarchical sharing patterns; intra-device communication is prioritized while communication between CPU and GPU cores suffers added latency and energy overhead due to hierarchical indirection and blocking transient states at the
LLC. In our evaluation, the baseline hierarchical MESI configuration is based on this design.

The ARM AMBA Coherent Hub Interface (CHI, [16]) specifies an interface for implementing coherence between CPUs and accelerators. Unlike CAPI, CHI defines “non-snoopable” address regions and request types, which could potentially be used in a similar way as self-invalidated loads and write-through stores. CHI also supports direct integration of CPUs and accelerators, partial cache line validity, “far” (i.e. remotely performed) atomic requests, cache stashing (i.e. producer-consumer forwarding, discussed in more detail in Section 7.4), and the ability to configure devices as home nodes, which adds further flexibility. However, data in a CHI system must be either snoopable or non-snoopable, limiting interactions between devices which may prefer to access the same data with different request types. In addition, although a detailed implementation of a last level directory protocol is outside the scope of the CHI specification, the specified transaction messages required for different request types suggest a blocking MESI-based protocol, which can result in limited throughput scalability, high protocol complexity, and costly transient states for inter-device communication.

Until recently, the assumption of regular or limited inter-device sharing has been valid. Inter-device communication has historically been expensive, so conventional heterogeneous algorithms tend to prioritize intra-device communication when possible. Thus, the inter-device throughput limitations of a MESI-based LLC are unlikely to degrade performance, especially when high-throughput devices interface through an intermediate cache level which can coalesce and filter requests from threads within the device. However, as accelerators become more tightly coupled and heterogeneous applications become more capable and diverse, it is unclear that hierarchical or MESI-based approaches are flexible enough to generalize efficiently to a broader range of access patterns.

5.2 Design

The Spandex design can be divided into device side logic and integration logic. At both the device side and the integration side, Spandex defines a set of supported states, a request interface, and the request handling and state transition logic required to implement Spandex.

The device request interface, described in Section 5.2.1, details the supported device states and the request types used to interface a device. At the integration side, Section 5.2.2 discusses the
states, requests, and state transitions at the Spandex LLC. Section 5.2.3 describes the external request interface. This is the logic required at the device side to handle forwarded requests and probes from the Spandex LLC, and Section 5.2.4 provides examples of how a thin per-device translation unit (TU) may be used to implement elements of this logic when it is not natively supported by device caches. Section 5.2.5 discusses the memory consistency assumptions of Spandex, and Section 5.2.6 discusses the overheads of Spandex relative to a line granularity MESI-based LLC. Figure 5.2 illustrates how all of the above components fit together.

Throughout the following sections, Figures 5.3a-5.3d are used to illustrate how Spandex handles some basic request types of varying granularity. In each figure a CPU, GPU, and custom accelerator interface directly with the Spandex LLC. Each device has a local cache tailored to the memory demands of that device that connects to the Spandex system through a custom translation unit.

5.2.1 Device Request Interface

Spandex supports four stable coherence states at an attached device memory: Invalid (I), Valid (V), Owned (O), and Shared (S). Although attached devices may use other protocol state names, any internal state should map to one of these supported states from the perspective of the rest of the system. Devices may track state at any granularity. However, requests for state and data may only occur at word or line granularity, and devices must be able to handle responses, forwarded
requests, and probes at word granularity (discussed more in Section 5.2.3). The device states and when it generates a Spandex request are:

- **I** indicates that the data is invalid. A read or write from the device must generate a Spandex request.

- **V** indicates that the data either is up-to-date, or is stale but will be invalidated before a subsequent read. A read hits on Valid data without further action but a write generates a Spandex request. A key attribute of **V** is that the device itself is responsible for self-invalidating valid data at appropriate points to ensure no stale data is read. The consistency model defines when data becomes stale (Section 5.2.3).

- **S** indicates that the data is up-to-date. A read hits without further action but a write generates a Spandex request. **S** is similar to **V** except that a device is not required to self-invalidate data in Shared state. The system (Spandex LLC) is responsible for sending an invalidation message when Shared data becomes stale.

- **O** indicates the data is an exclusive up-to-date copy. A read, write, or atomic RMW hits on this state without further action.

Spandex’s flexibility arises from its ability to interface devices with widely varying memory demands. There are 7 request types that may be issued from a Spandex device. Requests carry granularity information (word or line) and multiple word granularity requests to the same line may be coalesced into a single multi-word request with a bitmask indicating the targeted words within the cache line.

The following requests are sufficient to support devices that use write-through or ownership for updates, self-invalidating or writer-invalidated reads, and diverse request granularities. Table 5.2 provides a mapping from GPU coherence, DeNovo, and MESI requests to Spandex request types and granularity. Every Spandex request (Req) type has an associated response (Rsp) type.

- **ReqV** is generated for a self-invalidated read miss; it simply requests the up-to-date data at the target address. A RspV response causes a transition to **V** state.

---

2 Although other request granularities may be useful for some workloads, word and line granularity were sufficient for the devices we considered.
Table 5.2: Type and granularity of requests generated for read misses, write misses, and replacements of owned data in GPU coherence, DeNovo, and MESI caches. *A DeNovo ReqV request is issued at word granularity, but the responding device may include any available up-to-date data in the line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>Device Request</th>
<th>Spandex Request</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU Coherence</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>ReqV</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>ReqWT</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMW</td>
<td>ReqWT+data</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeNovo</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>ReqV</td>
<td>flexible*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>ReqO</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMW</td>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owned Repl</td>
<td>ReqWB</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>ReqS</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMW</td>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owned Repl</td>
<td>ReqWB</td>
<td>line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **ReqS** is generated for a writer-invalidated read miss; it requests both up-to-date data and Shared state. A RspS response causes a transition to S state.

- **ReqWT** is generated for a write-through store miss. The granularity of this request type is the same as the granularity of modification, so up-to-date data is not needed to satisfy this request. If target data was previously in I state, a ReqWT operation causes a transition to V state at the time of update.

- **ReqO** is generated for an ownership-based store miss that is overwriting all requested data. Thus, it requests ownership but not the up-to-date data. If target data was in I, V, or S state, a ReqO operation causes a transition to O state at the time of update.

- **ReqWT+data** sends an update operation to be performed at the LLC. This is similar to a ReqWT, but the operation also requires up-to-date data. Unlike ReqWT, which simply overwrites the current data value, this request must specify the required update operation and may be used for an atomic read or RMW performed at the LLC. A RspWT+data response carries the value of the data before the update was performed and triggers a downgrade at the requestor cache (since the response data is potentially stale).

- **ReqO+data** is generated from an ownership-based (write-back) cache for a request that

---

3For GPU coherence, all atomic accesses are performed at the LLC.
needs both the up-to-date data and ownership. This may be used to request ownership for a locally performed RMW operation, or for a store in a line granularity ownership-based cache that does not overwrite all data in the line. A RspO+data response causes a transition to O state.

- **ReqWB** writes back owned data to the LLC. This request is necessary whenever Owned data is downgraded as a result of local cache actions (e.g., a cache replacement). During a pending ReqWB, up-to-date data must be retained until the write-back has completed.

Since Spandex tracks ownership at word granularity (see Section 5.2.2), different words within a single multi-word request may be satisfied at different devices. Therefore, a device that can issue multi-word requests (including line granularity requests) must be able to handle multiple partial word granularity responses. The implications of this requirement for line-based protocols are discussed in Section 5.2.4.

### 5.2.2 Last Level Cache (LLC)

**LLC States**

There are four stable coherence states at the Spandex LLC: Invalid (I), Valid (V), Owned (O), and Shared (S). I, V, and O come directly from DeNovo while S is needed to support devices that use writer-initiated invalidation.

- **I** indicates that only the backing memory is guaranteed to have an up-to-date copy of the data.

- **V** indicates the data at the LLC is up-to-date and is not in Shared or Owned state in any attached device memory.

- **S** indicates the data at the LLC is up-to-date, but one or more sharer devices may require invalidations if the data is modified or replaced.

- **O** indicates the target data is Owned within an attached device memory.
Spandex tracks ownership at word granularity, and this helps avoid many of the inefficiencies present in MESI-based protocols. In protocols with line granularity ownership state (e.g., MESI), an ownership request must revoke ownership from the previous owner and wait until ownership and data for the full line have been transferred. This is especially wasteful in the case of false sharing, when the devices are accessing different words in the same line. With word granularity ownership state, devices can issue ReqO and ReqWT requests for exactly the words being updated in a line. These requests can be satisfied without obtaining up-to-date data (because the requested data is overwritten), or revoking ownership for the entire block.

Figure 5.3a demonstrates these benefits. The accelerator device issues a word granularity ownership request (1) which triggers an immediate transition to owned state and a data-less RspO for the target words (2). The GPU then issues a write-through request for disparate words in the same line (3), resulting in an immediate update of the LLC data and a data-less RspWT to the requestor (4). Due to the word granularity ownership tracking, false sharing is avoided and write-only requests proceed without requiring blocking states at the LLC or data responses.

To limit tag and state overhead, allocation occurs at line granularity. For each line, two bits indicate whether the line is Invalid, Valid or Shared. For each word within the cache line, a single bit tracks whether the word is Owned in a remote cache. For each Owned word, the data field itself stores the ID of the remote owner (this is similar to how DeNovo tracks owners).

Implementing byte granularity ownership state at the LLC is also possible, but it would incur more overhead (a bit per byte vs. a bit per word). Based on the workloads we studied, byte granularity stores that cannot be coalesced with others into a full word store are expected to be rare, so the benefits of byte granularity state tracking do not appear to be worth the overheads. Spandex therefore requires byte granularity stores to use word granularity ReqWT+data or ReqO+data rather than ReqWT or ReqO requests to ensure non-modified data in the requested word remains up-to-date.

**LLC Requests**

In addition to coherence requests generated at the attached devices, the LLC itself may initiate requests when necessary for downgrading the state in remote owner or sharer devices.

- **RvkO** is used to revoke ownership from an owner device and trigger a write-back of the
Table 5.3: The state transition triggered at the LLC by each request type (Next State) and the request type forwarded to the owning core in the event the data is in O state (Fwd Msg). An entry of – indicates no transition or forwarded request is necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Type</th>
<th>Next State</th>
<th>Fwd Msg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReqV</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ReqV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqS (1)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>ReqS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqS (2)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ReqV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqS (3)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqWT</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>ReqO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqO</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>ReqO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqWT+data</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>RvkO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqWB from owner</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqWB from non-owner</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

owned data, and has a corresponding response type of RspRvkO.

- Inv is used to invalidate shared data in a sharer device and has a corresponding response type of Ack.

LLC State Transitions

The Spandex LLC serves as the coherence point for all device caches and serializes all write requests (ReqWT[+data] and ReqO[+data]) to a given (coherent) data address. Table 5.3 describes, for each device request type, the next stable state at the LLC and, in case the initial state is O, the message the LLC must forward to the owner. ReqS requests can be handled in multiple ways (see discussion of Shared state below). For multi-word requests, each word is handled individually, potentially triggering different actions.

In the common case, request handling occurs immediately without any blocking states. For all requests, if the target data is in V state at the LLC, the LLC immediately satisfies the request, triggers a state transition, and responds to the requestor. If a read request (ReqV or ReqS) arrives for target data in S state, the LLC immediately responds to the requestor and, in the case of ReqS, updates the sharer list. If the target data is in O state in the LLC, the LLC immediately forwards the request to the owning core rather than responding to the requestor. All requests other than ReqWT+data and ReqS (1) for data in O state trigger an immediate state transition.

For some state transitions, blocking states are needed to wait for downgrades and write-backs to
complete. Specifically, if a write request (ReqWT[+data], ReqO[+data], ReqWB) arrives for target data in S state, the LLC must send Inv requests to any potential sharer devices and transition to a blocking state while waiting for Ack responses. If a ReqS (1) or ReqWT+data request arrives for target data in O state, the LLC transitions to a blocking state while it waits for the forwarded request to trigger a write-back from the owning core. In both cases, once all Acks have been collected or the write-back has completed, the data transitions to the next stable state specified in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.3b illustrates how a word granularity ReqWT+data request (1) is handled when the target data is in O state at the LLC. Since a ReqWT+data requires both up-to-date data and write serialization, the LLC sends a RvkO request to the owning accelerator device and transitions to a transient state tr (2). After receiving the RvkO, the owner device responds with a RspRvkO request for the entire line (3). The LLC performs the requested update and responds to the GPU and MESI caches with a RspWT+data and RspWB, respectively (4).

Supporting Shared State

To efficiently integrate devices that use writer-invalidated reads (e.g., MESI caches), Spandex extends the DeNovo protocol with S state. However, a writer-invalidated read (ReqS) does not always need to trigger a transition to S state. Spandex can handle a ReqS request in multiple ways, as Table 5.3 illustrates, depending on the system’s demands and constraints.

The LLC may implement writer-initiated invalidation and transition to S state, represented by option (1). Supporting writer-initiated invalidation can improve reuse for data that is concurrently read by multiple writer-invalidated device caches. However, it also incurs some complexity and overhead in the protocol. A ReqS (1) for data in O state triggers a transition to a blocking state while the current owner completes a writeback. A write request (ReqO[+data], ReqWT[+data]) for data in S state triggers a transition to a blocking state while potential sharers are invalidated. In addition, tracking and invalidating sharers incurs storage and network traffic overheads. These overheads are consistent with the overheads of writer-initiated invalidation in MESI.

Alternatively, a ReqS may be treated the same as a ReqV or ReqO+data request, represented by options (2) and (3) in Table 5.3 respectively. Both options avoid the complexity and overheads of Shared state. However, option (2) requires the requesting cache to downgrade the target data
(a) Handling word granularity ReqO and ReqWT

(b) Handling word granularity ReqWT+data for remotely owned data

(c) Handling line granularity ReqV

(d) Handling word granularity ReqWT with line granularity owner

Figure 5.3: Handling basic request types at the Spandex LLC.
Table 5.4: The state transition and response message triggered at a device by each external Spandex request. If the target data is not in the expected state when a request arrives, different behavior may be required (discussed in Section 5.2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spandex Request</th>
<th>Expected State</th>
<th>Next State</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReqV</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>RspV to requestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqO</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>RspO to requestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqO+data</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>RspO+data to requestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RvkO</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>RspRvkO to LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inv</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Ack to LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReqS</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>RspS to requestor RspRvkO to LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to Invalid after the read operation is satisfied and therefore precludes any further reuse in the requestor cache. In contrast, option (3) requires the requesting cache to upgrade the target data to Owned state after the read operation is satisfied. This enables additional reuse in the requestor cache, but precludes multiple concurrent readers and can lead to wasteful ownership transfers if there is high contention for the target data.

In our evaluation, Spandex uses option (1) if the target data is in S state or owned in a MESI core. In all other situations (I, V, or owned at a non-MESI core), we use option (3). This is similar to MESI’s response to a Shared request with Exclusive state if data is not present in another MESI cache.

### 5.2.3 External Request Interface

We next describe how a Spandex device must handle external messages (forwarded requests and probes) it may receive from the Spandex system. Table 5.4 summarizes, for each external request type, the expected device state of the target data, the next stable state, and the response sent for each external request type. A device must be able to handle an external request type if it supports the expected state for that request. Since Spandex tracks ownership at word granularity (see section 5.2.2) and external requests may therefore arrive at word granularity, devices must be able to implement these transitions and responses at word granularity. Section 5.2.4 discusses how the per-device TU can be used to implement this requirement in line granularity caches.

It is possible that the device state will not match the expected state of the specified transition at the time the request arrives. This happens when data requests race with other requests or write-
backs to the same data, and different reasons can require different handling. When an external request arrives, the target data may be (1) in a pending transition to the expected state, (2) in a pending transition away from the expected state, or (3) specifically for an Inv request or a forwarded ReqV request, in a stable state other than the expected state. The behavior required for cases (1) and (2) is consistent with how conventional protocols handle race conditions. Case (3), however, involves a race that is unique to Spandex and thus requires additional consideration.

1) Pending Transition to Expected State: If an external request requires a data response (ReqV, ReqS, ReqWT+data, ReqO+data, or RvkO request) and up-to-date data is not available but is pending (possible for a pending ReqO+data), the external data request must be delayed until the device’s pending data request completes. In many cases, however, up-to-date data is either available (the pending request is a ReqO) or unneeded (the external request is a ReqO or Inv), and a response to the external request may be sent immediately.

2) Pending Transition from Expected State: The required device behavior depends on whether its pending transition is an upgrade or a downgrade. If it is an upgrade, then it must be a pending transition from S to O (since external requests expect data in S or O state, and no upgrade is possible from O) with an external Inv request. In this case no state transition is necessary and the external request will not require up-to-date data; the device should respond immediately, and the pending upgrade may proceed as normal.

   If the pending transition is a downgrade from the expected state, it must be a transition from O to I due to a pending ReqWB (all other downgrades from O or S happen immediately). Here the device may respond immediately, with data if necessary, to the forwarded request. If the external request itself triggers a downgrade (ReqO[+data], RvkO, ReqS), it should also trigger completion of the pending ReqWB since the LLC no longer considers this device the owner.

3) Stable State other than Expected (Inv or ReqV): Inv requests differ from other request types because they expect a state that can be silently downgraded on the device side. If a device receives an Inv request for data in a stable state other than S, it may simply Ack the request without updating its state.

   ReqV requests differ from other request types in that they do not affect coherence state at the

---

4In the case of a RvkO or ReqS, the RspRvkO does not need to carry data since up-to-date data has already been sent in the pending ReqWB.
LLC or the owning core and they enforce no global ordering with other operations to the same target data. As a result, when a ReqV request is forwarded to an owning core, that core may completely transition away from Owned state before the forwarded ReqV arrives since neither the owning core nor the LLC has any way to know there is a ReqV request en route for the owned data. When this happens, Spandex requires that the incorrectly assumed owner Nack the failed ReqV request, and the requesting device retry the ReqV. This is the same strategy used by DeNovo.

However, Spandex faces a new challenge not encountered by MESI, GPU coherence, or DeNovo alone: ReqV starvation. Only Spandex allows line granularity ownership requests from MESI caches to race with ReqV requests from GPU coherence and DeNovo caches. When a ReqV request races with frequent ownership requests, a rapidly changing ownership state can lead to repeated failure and eventual starvation for the ReqV access.

To avoid ReqV starvation, after a finite number of failed ReqV requests (1 in our evaluation), a Spandex device must replace the failed ReqV request with a request type that will enforce ordering for racy accesses: a ReqWT+data or ReqO+data request. Both request types enforce a global ordering of operations to a given address in the presence of racy ownership requests and ensure forward progress.

5.2.4 Translation Unit Responsibilities

Although much of the required functionality described in section 5.2.3 is implemented natively by attached device caches, the per-device translation unit (TU) is responsible for filling in any gaps. A TU is customized to conform to external device IP, which may have its own coherence interface and request types, to the Spandex interface. It may be incorporated into the device IP itself by the device vendor, it may be a separate structure designed by the device vendor, or it may be designed by a third party based on detailed information of the device interface. Generally, tighter integration with the target device will enable better efficiency since the TU logic would have access to more relevant internal device state (e.g., the MSHR). In our evaluation, a separate structure is used which sits between the device cache and the network. It has the ability to intercept, delay, or insert requests on these connections, and in some cases the TU must insert basic queries for the current value or state of data in the device cache. Here we describe how a discrete TU helps to implement the required functionality for GPU coherence, DeNovo, and MESI caches in a Spandex
The states used in GPU coherence (I, V) and DeNovo (I, V, O) map directly to Spandex states I, V, and O. MESI states I and S similarly map directly to Spandex states I and S, while M and E both map to O state.

**Required functionality for GPU coherence TU:** Since GPU coherence does not support O or S state, its caches do not need to handle forwarded requests or probes. However, GPU coherence alone does not support ReqV retries, so the TU must retry a Nack for a ReqV and retry the request as a ReqWT+data. In addition, GPU coherence can issue multi-word requests but may not handle partial word granularity responses. Thus, the TU must collect and coalesce responses from multiple sources before sending a response to the GPU cache.

In Figure 5.3c, the GPU coherence TU must coalesce word granularity responses for a line granularity request. First, the GPU sends a line granularity request for valid data to the LLC (①). The LLC immediately responds with valid data in the line and forwards a word granularity request for remotely owned words (②). No state transition is necessary. The owner responds directly to the requestor with valid data (③). The GPU’s TU coalesces the responses and sends the GPU cache a line granularity response once all have arrived.

**Required functionality for DeNovo TU:** The word-based DeNovo protocol already handles partial responses for multi-word requests, as well as responding to forwarded requests for owned data at word granularity. The only added functionality needed at the TU is the ability to replace a Nacked ReqV request with a ReqWT+data or ReqO+data request after a finite number of tries (DeNovo alone does not need to do this).

**Required functionality for MESI TU:** MESI requires the most help from the TU of the three protocols discussed. Like GPU coherence, the TU must collect and coalesce responses from multiple sources before sending a response to the line-based MESI cache. MESI devices can natively handle ReqS and Inv requests. Since a MESI cache supports O state, it must also be able to handle external requests for owned data at word granularity, which is complicated by MESI’s line granularity state. Depending on the state of the target data when the external request arrives, there are three cases discussed in detail below: (1) the data is in stable O state, (2) there is a pending request to bring the data in O state, and (3) there is a pending write-back request for the target data.
1) **O state**: Requests that require word granularity data or ownership downgrades are converted to line granularity and passed through to the MESI cache. If the request required ownership downgrade for only part of the line, the TU must trigger a ReqWB for any non-downgraded words. Figure 5.3d illustrates this case. First, the GPU sends a word granularity write-through request for data that is remotely owned at the MESI cache (1). The LLC immediately updates the ownership state and data of the written words (to V) and forwards the write-through request to the MESI owner (2). The MESI cache downgrades the requested data, responds directly to the requestor, and triggers a write-back for the words that were not requested in the downgraded line (3). Lastly, the LLC handles the ReqWB and responds (4).

2) **Pending O request**: The TU is responsible for delaying word granularity requests that require data (ReqV, ReqS, ReqO+data, RvkO) and responding immediately for requests that only require ownership downgrade (ReqO). After ownership for the full line has been received, if any downgrade requests have been received, the TU must cause a transition to I state rather than O state for the target line in the MESI cache, and trigger a ReqWB for any words in those lines that had not received downgrade requests.

3) **Pending write-back**: The TU is responsible for responding to data and ownership downgrade requests for the data being written back. Ownership downgrade requests are handled as write-back responses by the TU.

As previously discussed a forwarded ReqV may arrive while the MESI device is not in any of the above states. In that case, the TU is required to Nack the request.

### 5.2.5 Consistency Requirements

The memory consistency model implementation requirements can be divided into those that are met within a device (e.g., preserving the program order of certain memory operations) and those that are met at the system level (e.g., ensuring a write appears atomic such that its value is not visible to a core while other cores may still see the stale value). The exact actions depend on the consistency model used and addressing them for general models is outside the scope of this work. Lustig et al. [77] offer a framework for determining exactly what ordering constraints need to be added when interfacing devices with different consistency models. Here we assume a DRF model.
Since synchronization accesses indicate possible inter-device communication in a DRF program (through happens-before), DRF may be implemented in a Spandex system by 1) restricting the reordering (or concurrent issue) of synchronization accesses with other accesses in program order, 2) completing write buffer (ownership or write-through) flushes at synchronization points, and 3) self-invalidating valid data at synchronization points. Techniques such as DeNovo regions [42], scoped synchronization [55], relaxed atomics [101, 52], and hLRC [10] may relax these consistency requirements for some synchronization accesses. A Spandex system where the devices obey the above requirements and the LLC ensures serialized and atomic writes can be shown to be DRF compliant.

5.2.6 Overheads

The added request type flexibility offered by Spandex may increase the number of message type identifier bits by at most 1 relative to a MESI-based protocol. Word granularity ownership also incurs overheads. An additional state bit per word is needed in the LLC to indicate owned words, a bitmask is needed for multi-word requests to indicate target words in the line (although this overhead may be offset by sub-line data transfer), and multiple forwarded requests and responses are needed when words in a line are owned at different locations (although this overhead may be offset by reduced false sharing). Requests that need to look up the remote owner of some data in the LLC can also be more expensive, since this involves an access to the data block rather than just cache state. While this is expected to increase energy per access, the controller occupancy incurred by such a request is not fundamentally different from an analogous request in a more conventional directory structure, which must read and/or write cache state. We therefore expect comparable bandwidth and request latency to be achievable with sufficient banking and pipelining in the Spandex LLC. Spandex also requires inclusivity for Owned data at the Spandex LLC, and a data block must therefore be allocated whenever data is remotely owned. It is possible to implement a state-only Spandex LLC (avoiding the need for data block allocation), but it would still need to track owner ID at word granularity. As a result, a state-only Spandex LLC cannot achieve the same storage efficiency as a state-only directory for a line granularity protocol.

Many states used in MESI-based protocols such as MESI Exclusive (E), MOESI Owned (MO), or MESIF Forward (F) state are not directly supported in Spandex; these must map to Spandex’s O
or S state. It is possible to add support for these states in Spandex, but with some added complexity that is mostly well understood in coherence protocol design. Our goal here is instead to show we can integrate flexibility in diverse protocol dimensions that are emerging as more fundamentally important for emerging workloads in heterogeneous systems.

The overhead incurred by the TU will be highly dependent on the functionality supported by the attached device, and it may require slight changes to device cache IP to enable probes or state updates from the TU. We do not provide area or power cost estimates for the TU, but we expect its cost to be comparable to an MSHR. We do, however, model TU queuing latency in our evaluation, assuming a single-cycle lookup.

Overall, these overheads are expected to be offset by the advantages of Spandex. By supporting significant request flexibility and tracking ownership at word granularity, Spandex avoids the need for a hierarchical cache structure and offers reduced complexity, blocking states, and false sharing in the protocol. This leads to fewer state transitions, less network traffic, and lower latency for a wide range of sharing patterns.

5.3 Methodology

To evaluate Spandex we run a set of CPU-GPU applications on the same integrated architectural simulator used in Sections 2.2, 3.2.3, and 4.5, although using different coherence protocols and 16 CPU and GPU cores (each mesh network node has one GPU core and one CPU attached to it). We compare Spandex against a hierarchical cache structure, each with a variety of CPU and GPU coherence strategies.

5.3.1 Cache Configurations

Table 5.5 describes the 6 memory configurations we evaluate classified by LLC protocol, CPU cache protocol, and GPU cache protocol. Configurations with hierarchical MESI LLC (H-MESI) use a hierarchical cache structure in which GPU L1 caches interface with each other through a shared intermediate L2 cache, and CPU L1 caches interface with the GPU L2 cache through a shared MESI LLC. Configurations with a Spandex LLC directly interface CPU L1 caches and GPU L1 caches through the shared Spandex L2. System parameters for these configurations are given in
Table 5.5: Simulated cache configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Config.</th>
<th>LLC Protocol</th>
<th>CPU L1 Protocol</th>
<th>GPU L1 Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMG</td>
<td>H-MESI</td>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>GPU coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>H-MESI</td>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>DeNovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMG</td>
<td>Spandex</td>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>GPU coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Spandex</td>
<td>MESI</td>
<td>DeNovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Spandex</td>
<td>DeNovo</td>
<td>GPU coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD</td>
<td>Spandex</td>
<td>DeNovo</td>
<td>DeNovo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6. We do not evaluate a hierarchical Spandex configuration. Although such an organization is possible and may even be preferable for some workloads, our focus is on Spandex’s ability to efficiently interface devices in configurations not possible for existing approaches.

We vary the CPU and GPU L1 cache protocols based on what is practical for each device type and what is supported by the cache hierarchy. CPU L1 caches use MESI or DeNovo, while GPU L1 caches use DeNovo or GPU coherence. The hierarchical MESI LLC only supports MESI CPU caches, but its intermediate GPU L2 can support either DeNovo or GPU coherence requests from GPU L1s. Spandex supports MESI, DeNovo, or GPU coherence requests at the LLC. For caches that use self-invalidation protocols, V data is invalidated in a single-cycle flash operation. In SDG, CPU caches depart slightly from the DeNovo protocol, performing atomic accesses at the L2 rather than obtaining ownership (ReqWT+data rather than ReqO+data requests). By matching the CPU atomic access strategy to the GPU strategy, we avoid blocking states that would otherwise arise from inter-device synchronization.

5.3.2 Benchmarks

Synthetic Microbenchmarks

Our synthetic microbenchmarks are a set of simple multithreaded CPU kernels and GPU kernels that share data between devices in a way that highlights the performance implications of using a hierarchical vs. flat cache structure, ownership vs. write-through requests for updates, and writer-invalidated reads vs. self-invalidated reads. While existing applications are generally designed with a fixed coherence strategy in mind, these microbenchmarks highlight a range of sharing patterns that may benefit if systems are given more flexibility in how coherence is implemented.
Table 5.6: Simulated heterogeneous system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Hierarchical</th>
<th>Spandex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Size (8 banks, 8-way assoc.)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Size (16 banks, NUCA)</td>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Size (16 banks, NUCA)</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Buffer Size</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 MSHRs</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 hit latency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote L1 hit latency in cycles</td>
<td>35–83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 hit latency in cycles</td>
<td>29–61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 hit latency in cycles</td>
<td>CPU: 29–61</td>
<td>GPU: 52–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory latency in cycles</td>
<td>CPU: 197–261</td>
<td>GPU: 222–306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>197–261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Indirection:** In this microbenchmark, the CPU and the GPU take turns transposing a matrix in a loop. CPU threads read tiles in matrix A and write tiles in matrix B, while GPU threads read tiles in matrix B and write tiles in matrix A. Accesses are strided to reduce spatial locality, and tile size is selected to ensure data is not reused from the L1 cache. Indirection primarily demonstrates the cost of hierarchical indirection.

**ReuseO:** In this microbenchmark, CPU threads sparsely read matrix A and densely read and write matrix B, and GPU thread blocks sparsely read matrix B and densely read and write matrix A. Tiles are sized to fit in the cache, and the process is repeated iteratively so that data written in one iteration is reused at the same core in the subsequent iteration. ReuseO highlights the benefits of using ownership for updates.

**ReuseS:** In this microbenchmark, CPU threads and GPU thread blocks take turns densely reading and sparsely writing a shared matrix. It highlights the benefits of writer-initiated invalidation because only Shared state can exploit reuse in read data across iterations; data in Valid state must be invalidated in case it has been updated by a remote compute unit.
Applications

We also select a diverse set of applications from Pannotia [38] and Chai [53]. These emerging applications use shared memory to collaboratively execute real-world functions in a CPU-GPU system. From Pannotia we use two iterative graph analytics algorithms: Betweenness Centrality (BC) and PageRank (PR). BC is a push-based algorithm that computes the centrality of each vertex in a graph based on the shortest path to every other node. Each thread updates the neighbors of its assigned nodes and the updates must use atomics since multiple threads may attempt to update the same neighbor. PageRank is a pull-based algorithm that iteratively computes a ranking for every node in a graph based on its neighbors rankings. Threads only update their assigned nodes and only read the values of neighboring nodes, so PageRank does not require atomic accesses. We modified both applications to partition vertices across CPU and GPU cores.

From Chai we use data partitioned and task partitioned applications. Input partitioned histogram (HISTI) is a data partitioned algorithm where CPUs and GPUs use fine-grained synchronization to pop image task blocks from a shared queue and atomically update histogram bins. In-place transposition (TRNS) is a data partitioned matrix transpose algorithm that uses fine-grained CPU-GPU synchronization to arbitrate between threads that are reading and writing conflicting matrix blocks. Random sample consensus (RSCT) is a fine-grained task partitioned algorithm that uses CPU-GPU synchronization to indicate that a sample parameter set produced on the CPU is ready to be consumed on the GPU. CPU cores sparsely read the input matrix and communicate a small amount of data to the GPU, while every GPU core densely reads the same input matrix. Thus, hierarchical sharing is significant. Task queue system histogram (TQH) is a task partitioned algorithm in which the CPU and the GPU use fine-grained synchronization to respectively push to and pop from a set of histogram task queues. Again, CPU cores communicate a relatively small amount of data to GPUs, while GPU cores densely access an input array. However, in TQH each GPU core accesses a different partition of the array, so hierarchical sharing is minimal. GPU cores also use atomic accesses to update a histogram.

Table 5.7 summarizes the communication patterns and execution parameters of each application. Per the Chai categorization, collaborative applications may implement data partitioning or task partitioning. In addition, we classify synchronization between CPU and GPU cores as either fine-
Table 5.7: Collaborative applications communication patterns and execution parameters. CTs = CPU threads. TBs = GPU thread blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Suite</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Communication Pattern</th>
<th>Execution Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pannotia</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>fine-grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>coarse-grain</td>
<td>flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chai</td>
<td>HSTI</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>fine-grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRNS</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>fine-grain</td>
<td>flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSCT</td>
<td>task</td>
<td>fine-grain</td>
<td>hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQH</td>
<td>task</td>
<td>fine-grain</td>
<td>hierarchical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

grained or coarse-grained, and sharing between CPU and GPU cores as either hierarchical (if a core is more likely to share data with other cores of the same type) or flat (if a core is equally likely to share data with both device types). Finally, we specify whether the application exhibits high or low locality in data or atomic/synchronization accesses.

5.4 Evaluation

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the execution time and network traffic breakdown of each cache configuration, normalized to HMG, for the synthetic microbenchmarks and collaborative applications, respectively. Network traffic includes all traffic across the mesh network between any two components. It is broken down by request type, and each request category includes the corresponding responses. The Probe network message category represents Inv and RvkO messages. Hbest and Sbest represent the averages of the L1 cache configurations within Hierarchical and Spandex, respectively, that achieve the lowest execution time for each workload. Although existing fixed-protocol caches may be unable to achieve these best-case performance gains for every workload, SBest and HBest illustrate Spandex’s ability to support the best possible cache design for a target workload, with an eye towards future caches that may dynamically adapt their coherence strategy.
5.4.1 Synthetic Microbenchmarks

Overall, each microbenchmark highlights the design tradeoffs described in Section 5.3.2, though secondary effects also impact execution time and network traffic. For each microbenchmark, we compare the effects of using a hierarchical vs. flat cache structure, using MESI vs. DeNovo at the CPU, and using GPU coherence vs. DeNovo at the GPU.

**Indirection** exhibits very little locality and involves high-bandwidth CPU-GPU communication. As a result, hierarchical configurations (HMG, HMD) exhibit significantly higher execution time and network traffic (HMG, HMD) because all CPU-GPU communication is routed through both a shared LLC and an intermediate GPU L2 cache.

Configurations that use DeNovo rather than MESI at the CPU cache exhibit less network traffic because DeNovo only obtains ownership for updated words in a line. When owned data is replaced in the CPU cache or requested by a remote GPU core, DeNovo caches only need to transfer the owned words while MESI caches transfer the full line.

Finally, configurations that use GPU coherence rather than DeNovo for GPU caches (HMG, SMG, SDG) very slightly outperform the corresponding configurations that use DeNovo for GPU caches (HMD, SMD, SDD) because DeNovo obtains ownership for written data, adding latency when that data is accessed by a CPU core. However, most data produced by the GPU is evicted and written back to the LLC before it is next accessed by the CPU, which is why this has such a minimal effect on performance.

**ReuseO** exhibits more locality and less CPU-GPU communication than **Indirection**, but the costs of hierarchical indirection are still evident in hierarchical MESI configurations (HMG and HMD), which incur greater execution time and network traffic than Spandex configurations. The choice of MESI or DeNovo at the CPU caches has a negligible effect on execution time and network traffic since both obtain ownership for the written data. However, **ReuseO** benefits from using DeNovo in GPU cores (HMD, SMD, SDD) because obtaining ownership for updates enables the GPU caches to exploit locality present in written data. The increased cache reuse leads to greatly reduced network traffic for configurations with DeNovo coherence at the GPU. It also slightly reduces in execution time, although this is minor because GPUs are relatively tolerant to memory latency.
**ReuseS** performance is largely unaffected by the indirection incurred by hierarchical configurations. Hierarchical MESI is able to avoid indirection overheads here because the intermediate L2 cache obtains Shared permission for reads and is therefore able to satisfy most GPU L1 misses at a similar cost to a flat Spandex LLC.

Performance for Reuse is much more dependent on the choice of protocol for the CPU cache. Configurations that use MESI at CPU caches (HMG, HMD, SMG, SMD) significantly reduce both execution time and network traffic relative to those that use DeNovo (SDG, SDD) due to the fact that DeNovo will self-invalidate the densely read data before it can be reused.

The choice of GPU coherence strategy has little effect on performance here; neither DeNovo nor GPU coherence support Shared state, so they are unable to exploit locality in the dense reads. In addition, the sparse data writes are not on the critical path and whether they obtain ownership or are written through has a negligible effect on subsequent read latency.

Across all microbenchmarks, the optimal Spandex configuration roughly matches or exceeds the optimal hierarchical configuration, reducing execution time and network traffic by an average 18% (max 31%) and 40% (max 69%), respectively. This demonstrates that Spandex can more flexibly adapt to diverse CPU-GPU sharing patterns than a hierarchical MESI-based configuration.

### 5.4.2 Collaborative Applications

The collaborative applications have a wide range of memory demands. The impact of each design dimension varies per workload, but the most consistent effect is that a flat Spandex LLC improves performance relative to hierarchical MESI.

**BC** and **PR** are data partitioned graph algorithms with a flat sharing pattern and irregular input-dependent accesses to the graph array. **BC** accesses the graph structure using atomic updates, and these updates exhibit high temporal locality for the input studied. The most important design dimension for **BC** is whether GPU caches use DeNovo or GPU coherence. DeNovo’s use of ownership enables GPU caches to exploit the high locality present in atomic accesses, drastically reducing execution time and network traffic relative to a similar configuration using GPU coherence. The performance impact of DeNovo GPU caches for **BC** is greater than in **ReuseO** because **BC** is able to exploit locality in atomic operations in an unbalanced workload, where they are more likely to be on the critical path. **BC**’s performance is not significantly affected by CPU or LLC
PR accesses the graph structure using data loads (rather than atomics), which exhibit moderate locality. Here the bottleneck is memory throughput, and the most important design dimension is whether flat Spandex or hierarchical MESI is used at the LLC. A Spandex LLC reduces latency and network traffic for GPU read accesses because it avoids an extra level of indirection and uses a simple last-level protocol. Unlike hierarchical MESI, Spandex can handle a GPU ReqV without allocating a cache line in an intermediate cache, without transitioning to a blocking state, without revoking ownership or triggering a write-back from the current owner, and without requiring sharer invalidation the next time that data is written. Similarly, configurations which use a DeNovo CPU perform slightly better than a MESI CPU for this workload because DeNovo reads do not incur blocking states or revoke ownership from the current owner.

For feasibility of simulation, the input sizes chosen for BC and PR mostly fit in the LLC. While a thorough evaluation of input sensitivity is left for future work, the benefits of Spandex can be expected to hold for a much wider range of graph sizes. For workloads with high locality like BC, the efficient ownership offered by Spandex enables cores to exploit cache reuse in the higher cache levels. For workloads with less reuse potential, the flat cache organization enabled by Spandex reduces indirection latency for misses, whether they hit in the LLC or backing memory.

HSTI and TRNS are data partitioned applications with limited data locality and frequent synchronization. The choice of LLC protocol has the most significant performance impact for these applications, and using a flat Spandex configuration reduces execution time and network traffic for both. This is largely due to the reduced indirection for data accesses, which have a relatively high miss rate for these workloads. In addition, frequent inter-device synchronization benefits from Spandex’s non-blocking ownership transfer. HSTI atomics exhibit high spatial locality. As a result, using line granularity MESI rather than DeNovo at the CPU enables improved atomic reuse and slightly improved performance. TRNS atomics, on the other hand, exhibit low spatial locality, and word granularity DeNovo ownership is able to offer slightly better performance by avoiding false sharing.

RSCT and TQH are task partitioned algorithms which exhibit hierarchical sharing and fine-grained synchronization with low locality. In RSCT, all GPU cores access the same shared array. Hierarchical MESI configurations are able to exploit this sharing at the intermediate cache level,
filtering GPU requests, reducing contention at the LLC, and improving CPU performance. Additionally, RSCT’s low-locality atomic accesses benefit from DeNovo’s word granularity ownership at the CPU and non-blocking ownership transfer at the Spandex LLC. Combining these effects, hierarchical MESI configurations (HMG, HMD) and Spandex configurations with DeNovo coherence at the CPU (HDG, HDD) both offer performance improvements relative to flat Spandex configurations with MESI CPU caches (SMG, SMD).

**TQH** exhibits some hierarchical sharing in atomic variables, but reads to disparate data sets dominate the access pattern, limiting available reuse or sharing. As with PR, HSTI, and TRNS, flat Spandex configurations reduce TQH execution time and network traffic relative to hierarchical MESI configurations by reducing indirection and blocking states for data accesses with limited locality.

Overall, the benefits of a flat Spandex configuration relative to hierarchical MESI tend to be the most prominent performance effect for the applications studied. Although applications like RSCT may benefit from a hierarchical cache structure due to its hierarchical sharing pattern, Spandex can also be made hierarchical to efficiently support such sharing patterns; the reverse is not true of a hierarchical MESI LLC and flat heterogeneous sharing patterns. On average, we find that the best Spandex configuration reduces execution time by 16% (max 29%) and network traffic by 27% (max 58%) relative to the best hierarchical MESI configuration.

### 5.5 Summary

Existing strategies for heterogeneous coherence integration tend to deal with the diverse memory demands of accelerator workloads by adding additional cache layers and/or protocol complexity to an already complex MESI-based protocol. This work defines Spandex, a heterogeneous coherence interface designed to be flexible and simple. By directly interfacing devices that prefer self-invalidated or writer-invalidated loads, owned or write-through stores, and coarse or fine-grained state tracking and communication, Spandex enables CPU, GPU, and other accelerators to efficiently use whichever coherence strategy is most appropriate for the executed workload.

To demonstrate the benefits of Spandex simplicity and flexibility for CPU-GPU coherence, we evaluated it against a less flexible and more complex hierarchical cache structure with a MESI LLC.
We show that an ideally configured Spandex interface is able to reduce execution time and network traffic by on average 16% (max 29%) and 27% (max 58%), respectively, for a diverse range of collaborative CPU-GPU applications when compared with an ideally configured hierarchical MESI coherence interface. These benefits make Spandex a uniquely suitable coherence strategy for the exceedingly diverse workloads of existing, emerging, and future specialized devices.
Figure 5.4: Synthetic microbenchmarks execution time and network traffic, normalized to HMG.
Figure 5.5: Collaborative applications execution time and network traffic, normalized to HMG.
Chapter 6
Dynamic Coherence Specialization

The flexibility of Spandex offers new opportunities for memory system performance optimization. Although Chapter 5 focuses primarily on Spandex’s ability to interface a wide variety of coherence protocols that use fixed request types for each access, there is no need to restrict devices in this way. A local cache in a Spandex system may dynamically choose request types based on the properties of the workload being executed. Spandex requests can also be extended with additional optimizations designed to improve performance for specific access patterns. Unlike MESI-based heterogeneous protocols, which suffer from high complexity and a multitude of blocking states, Spandex is able to implement extensions with minimal effort or added complexity.

Importantly, while this interface flexibility allows a device to choose between multiple types of loads and stores, it does not add complexity to the DRF memory model. No matter which request type is used for a load, store, or atomic access, the functional semantics of that access do not change.

In the following sections we describe a set of specialized Spandex request types, we evaluate the benefits of dynamic request selection effects on a set of applications, and we offer a simple complexity comparison with a more conventional heterogeneous protocol.

6.1 Specialized Coherence Overview

The Spandex protocol offers dynamic flexibility in three dimensions (summarized in Table 5.1): stale data invalidation, write propagation, and granularity. Dynamic selection of request types in these dimensions requires no change to the Spandex protocol. We also consider two optimizations that require modification to baseline Spandex: write-through request forwarding and owner prediction.

**Dynamic stale data invalidation:** Load accesses can generate writer-invalidated reads
(ReqS) if reuse across synchronization boundaries is expected. Since requesting Shared state will prevent requested data from being self-invalidated at synchronization points, this can improve cache efficiency, reducing execution time and network traffic. If reuse across synchronization points is not expected to be high and/or memory throughput is judged to be more important to performance, a load access may generate a self-invalidating read instead and avoid the latency and network overheads of writer-initiated invalidation.

**Dynamic write propagation**: Stores and atomic operations can use ownership requests (ReqO or ReqO+data) if temporal locality is expected to be high, which can lead to improved cache efficiency, and reduced execution time and network traffic. If stored data will not be accessed again by the writer, and/or the data is expected to be evicted before it is next accessed, write-through requests (ReqWT, ReqWT+data) may be used to avoid the indirection of remote ownership lookup.

**Dynamic granularity**: Requests may be issued at line granularity if spatial locality is expected to be high (improving cache efficiency, performance, and network traffic), or word granularity if spatial locality is expected to be low (reducing overheads of wasteful data movement).

**Write-through forwarding** changes how the Spandex LLC handles a write-through request for remotely owned data. Rather than writing the specified data to the LLC, updating the LLC state to Valid, and forwarding an ownership request to the current owner, the write-through request is forwarded to the current owner without updating any state at the LLC. This is similar to how a self-invalidated read (ReqV) request is handled, since neither a forwarded write-through request nor a ReqV updates state at the LLC. As a result, a forwarded write-through request can similarly fail if ownership changes before the request arrives at the owner. When this happens, the failed request must be Nacked and retried. In addition, after some finite number of failures, a requestor must retry with a non-forwarded write-through request to prevent starvation in the presence of frequent ownership changes.

Write-through forwarding can be useful when write locality is low and the next consumer of written data is expected to currently own it. From a programmer’s perspective, a consumer may request ownership for some data in a buffer as a kind of pre-loading step, or if a space is repeatedly used for message passing the consumer can obtain ownership once on-demand and hit locally for subsequent accesses. Subsequently, the producer may use forwarded write-through requests to send
the data directly to the consumer’s cache, enabling it to hit on subsequent read accesses. Since read latency is typically more important to performance than write latency, moving the overhead of data movement to the producer side is often beneficial.

**Owner prediction** takes advantage of Spandex support for self-invalidated reads and forwarded write-through requests to allow a device to predict the current owner of target data and send a request directly to that core. This is identical to the direct cache-to-cache transfer optimization described by Choi et al. for self-invalidated reads in the original DeNovo protocol [42], but with Spandex it can be applied to write-through requests as well. Neither request type affects state at the LLC; when the target data is remotely owned, the request is simply forwarded to the current owner. This means that sending such a request directly to the current owner is functionally equivalent to looking up the current owner at the LLC. In addition, since these forwarded messages are not serialized with other requests in Spandex (which may change the ownership state), and since Spandex assumes an unordered network, the protocol must already account for forwarded ReqV or ReqWT requests arriving after ownership has been lost, prompting a retry. Therefore, mispredicting an owner may have negative performance effects, but it will not break anything in the protocol.

If the current owner is known or can be predicted, using owner prediction to directly forward ReqV or ReqWT requests avoids the latency, traffic, and energy overheads of looking up the owner at the LLC. If the physical location of the owner device can be predicted at compile time (e.g. there is a dataflow edge between fixed devices), this information may be included as a software hint. Otherwise, a lightweight predictor could be used to guess the current owner based on past responses to forwarded ReqV or ReqWT requests.

Determining how best to use these specialized coherence request types is a significant challenge in itself, requiring knowledge about the memory demands of the workload. Although outside the scope of this work, past research has focused on extracting this type of information statically from software, at compile time, or dynamically at runtime. For example, partitioned global address space (PGAS) programming models carry explicit information about expected data access locality, visibility, and throughput demands that are used to guide the layout of data in a distributed memory system [121, 87, 35, 37, 50, 120, 36, 20], scoped synchronization accesses in the HSA program-
ming model carry information about synchronization locality \cite{51}, and dataflow programming languages offer explicit information about producer-consumer relationships and data movement granularity \cite{122}. Sometimes locality and dataflow information is not statically available, or the optimal request types depend on the resources of the target system or how tasks are dynamically scheduled in a system. In these cases, request types may be selected based on compile-time analysis or runtime profiling.

6.2 Complexity Analysis

Two of Spandex’s biggest strengths are flexibility and simplicity: it offers a wide range of access types to fit any workload’s memory demands while avoiding much of the complexity that makes modern heterogeneous protocols so difficult to validate or extend. The goals of flexibility and simplicity are often at odds with each other, and Spandex is able to achieve both by building upon the simple and efficient DeNovo protocol. DeNovo relies on word granularity state and a DRF memory model to entirely avoid the need for transient blocking states. Komuravelli and Adve used the Murφ model checker tool \cite{49} to compare the complexity of the DeNovo and MESI protocols and found MESI to be significantly more complex; the Murφ state space exploration explored 14x more states \cite{62}.

Spandex extends DeNovo to support more request types, such as writer-invalidated reads and write-through stores and atomics. This added flexibility introduces transient states and new race conditions, increasing the state space significantly. However, since it is based on DeNovo rather than MESI, we claim it is still preferable to more conventional heterogeneous coherence solutions.

To evaluate this claim, we explore the DeNovo-based Spandex protocol state space in Murφ and compare it against a MESI protocol (based on the implementation used by Multifacet GEMS \cite{82}) extended to implement a simplified version of non-snoopable request types similar to those of the ARM CHI \cite{16}, described in Section 5.1.2, with added support for accessing any data with any request type. A flat cache organization was used instead of a hierarchical heterogeneous protocol such as that of the gem5 AMD APU \cite{13} because exhaustively exploring interactions between all devices in a multi-level protocol is expected to require a prohibitively large state space. In addition,  

\footnote{Although using the HRF memory model incurs undesirable complexity, we assume scopes may be used as optional hints to communicate expected locality in a DRF memory model.}
Figure 6.1 plots the number of states explored by Murφ for each protocol model. Interestingly, the baseline Spandex protocol actually has slightly more states than the baseline ARM CHI model. This can be attributed to the fact that Spandex offers fundamentally more flexibility. Rather than simply two types of load and store requests (snoopable and non-snoopable), Spandex allows the programmer to specify whether or not a store requires up-to-date data as well, and thus requires
considering two more L1-initiated request types that may be pending at the L1 or L2 at any time. This added request type flexibility enables devices in a Spandex system to avoid much of the false sharing and blocking states that are unavoidable in CHI, giving the developer improved control over some of the overheads associated with protocol complexity.

As optimizations are added, the fundamental complexity of the MESI-based CHI coherence solution becomes more evident. Murφ explores 1.1x more states in ARM CHI with write-through forwarding (WTfwd) added to both protocols, and 2.1x more states with owner prediction (Opred) added. This additional complexity can be explained by the fact that CHI is based on a line-granularity read-for-ownership protocol, and this prioritization is reflected in the state transitions. Every cache miss causes a transition to a transient state that blocks subsequent requests until some satisfying set of messages is received to transition back to a stable state. In contrast, Spandex builds upon DeNovo (which has no transient states) and avoids blocking states as much as possible (they are only needed for transitioning to and from Shared state at the LLC, and for supporting ReqWT+data requests). Spandex therefore avoids much of the state space explosion that can occur when adding optimizations to a protocol with excessive transient states. In fact, there is little increase at all in the number of Spandex states.

6.3 Evaluation

6.3.1 Methodology

To evaluate the above dynamic coherence flexibility, we use an integrated CPU-GPU architectural simulator with six architectural configurations. The simulator is identical to the simulator used in Section 5.4 with added support for dynamic request selection and write-through forwarding. The first four configurations (SMG, SMD, SDG, SDD) are the same as the Spandex configurations in Chapter 5.4. Optimized Spandex (SO) uses selective dynamic request selection and (if beneficial) write-through forwarding to optimize memory system performance. For this evaluation, the optimal memory request type is manually selected based on the known or profiled properties of the workload. SO+pred adds owner prediction to SO, which means ReqV and ReqWT requests are sent directly to the current owner (modeled as an oracle prediction, using the current state at the LLC).

We compare these configurations using a set of synthetic microbenchmarks which highlight the
value of these memory optimizations. These benchmarks and the manually chosen request types for each are described next.

- **FlexV/S**: Highlights the benefits of dynamically choosing between writer-invalidated and self-invalidated reads. CPU and GPU cores repeatedly access tiles in multiple arrays, and only some accesses exhibit inter-kernel reuse. The CPU densely reads one array with high inter-kernel reuse (array A) and with overlap with other CPUs, then densely reads a second array with no inter-kernel reuse (array B). The GPU sparsely stores to array A with no inter-kernel reuse, and densely reads and writes array B with high inter-kernel reuse. In optimized Spandex, CPU loads to array A use writer-invalidated reads, while CPU loads to array B use self-invalidated reads. GPU updates to array A use write-through requests, while GPU updates to array B obtain ownership.

- **FlexO/WT**: This microbenchmark highlights the benefits of dynamically choosing between ownership-based stores and write-through stores. It is similar to the ReqO microbenchmark from Section 5.4 where CPU and GPU cores take turns densely reading and writing one matrix with high inter-kernel reuse and sparsely reading a second matrix with low inter-kernel reuse. However, in FlexO/WT the sparsely accessed matrix is written instead of read. This sparse update exhibits low inter-kernel locality, so obtaining ownership is wasteful. Optimized Spandex uses line granularity ownership requests for the dense writes with high locality and uses word granularity forwarded write-through requests for the sparse updates with low locality.

- **FlexOd/WTd**: This microbenchmark highlights the benefits of dynamically choosing between ownership-based atomic accesses and write-through atomic accesses, as well as dynamic granularity selection. Each core (CPU and GPU) atomically updates one matrix densely with high reuse potential and one matrix sparsely with low reuse potential (and in a racy manner). The densely accessed matrix is also accessed sparsely by a remote core concurrently (motivating the atomic request type). Optimized Spandex uses line-granularity ownership requests (ReqO+data) for atomic accesses with high reuse potential and uses word-granularity write-through requests (ReqWT+data) for atomic accesses with low reuse potential.
Figure 6.2: Synthetic microbenchmarks execution time and network traffic, normalized to SMG.

- **Indirection**: This is the same as microbenchmark in Section 5.4 where CPU and GPU cores take turns reading a tile from one matrix and writing it to the transposed tile in another matrix. Optimized Spandex obtains ownership for reads and uses forwarded write-through requests for the writes.

### 6.3.2 Results

Figure 6.2 shows the execution time and network traffic for the microbenchmarks. Network traffic is broken down by request type as in Sections 3.2.3 and 5.4. Sbest represents the best performing (lowest execution time) non-optimized Spandex configurations for each microbenchmark averaged over all microbenchmarks.
For **FlexV/S**, the best performing non-optimized configurations are SMG and SMD, so the use of writer-invalidated reads at the CPU is clearly important to performance. Obtaining Shared state for the dense read accesses with inter-kernel reuse improves CPU cache hit rates, reducing latency and traffic for these CPU read accesses. Obtaining Shared state for the sparse read accesses with no inter-kernel reuse is wasteful, and requires revoking ownership (when enabled) from a remote GPU core. Revoking this ownership also prevents inter-kernel reuse at the GPU. Optimized Spandex requests line granularity Shared state for the dense reads with inter-kernel reuse and it uses word granularity self-invalidated reads for the sparse accesses with no reuse. It therefore offers high cache hit rates for the data with high locality while avoiding the overheads of Shared state where it is wasteful (and allowing the GPU to exploit reuse in owned data). SO as a result reduces network traffic by 50% relative to the fastest non-optimized configuration, SMG (42% relative to the configuration with lowest network traffic, SMD). However, performance is dominated by the latency of the CPU accesses, which exhibit high potential for reuse, and SO’s ability to avoid wasteful shared state and improve GPU reuse only decreases total execution time by 3% relative to SMG (GPU performance is less sensitive to memory latency). With ownership prediction (SO+pred), avoiding the indirection of lookups at the LLC for ReqV and ReqWT requests does not significantly improve performance, reducing network traffic only by an additional 5% and execution time an additional 2% relative to SO. This is because forwarded ReqV requests do not carry data, so they do not contribute significantly to total traffic. In addition, owner prediction can only change a three-hop miss to a two-hop miss. This latency difference is relatively small, and it only affects a subset of CPU accesses, reducing the impact of the optimization.

For **FlexO/WT**, execution time is relatively constant among non-optimized configurations, but network traffic varies greatly. This workload exhibits significant inter-kernel reuse in written data, so obtaining ownership for writes is important. Since overall performance is most sensitive to CPU memory latency and all configurations obtain ownership for writes at the CPU, there is not much difference in execution time. On the GPU, however, only SMD and SDD obtain ownership for writes, and the improved GPU cache hit rate reduces network traffic by up to 65% among non-optimized Spandex configurations (SDD vs. SDG). FlexO/WT also contains sparse stores to remotely owned data, which exhibit no inter-kernel reuse and require revoking ownership from the core that experiences reuse in unoptimized Spandex. Optimized Spandex uses forwarded write-
through requests for these stores, performing the updates in place at the current owner and avoiding a wasteful ownership revoke. As a result, Spandex increases the load hit rate for both CPU and GPU caches, reducing execution time by 19% relative to the fastest non-optimized configuration (SMG) and network traffic by 87% relative to the non-optimized configuration with the lowest network traffic (SDD). With oracle ownership prediction, it is possible to reduce network traffic by an additional 34% relative to SO.

For FlexOd/WTd, execution time and network traffic for non-optimized Spandex configurations are relatively constant apart from two outliers: exceptionally high execution time for SDG, and exceptionally low network traffic for SDD. These differences are due to differences in the type of access used for atomics. At the CPU, both DeNovo and MESI use ownership for atomics, but DeNovo uses word granularity while MESI uses line granularity. Both are able to exploit reuse in the dense accesses with high inter-kernel locality, but for sparse accesses with no locality, MESI incurs overheads of false sharing by requesting ownership at line granularity. This is seen in the high network traffic for SMG and SMD. Interestingly, this false sharing overhead is also present in SDG. The reason for this has to do with how Spandex handles ReqWT+data requests for remotely owned data. When a ReqWT+data request from the GPU arrives for data owned at the CPU, ownership is revoked at line granularity (this is done for simplicity and is not required for functionality). In a MESI CPU, the first atomic access to the line in the subsequent iteration will retrieve ownership for the full line, exploiting spatial locality in dense atomic accesses. However, DeNovo will request ownership for each word individually. This is what contributes to the significant performance degradation for SDG. In contrast, with word granularity ownership requests at both the CPU and GPU, SDD is able to exploit reuse while avoiding the network traffic overheads of false sharing. Optimized Spandex is able to treat atomic accesses individually: it uses word granularity write-through requests for sparse accesses with low locality, and line-granularity ownership requests for dense accesses with high locality. For the sparse racy accesses to remote arrays, optimized Spandex uses word granularity ReqO+data to avoid revoking ownership at line granularity (as happens with SDG). SO therefore exploits cache reuse where possible and avoids wasteful data movement when locality is not present. It is able to reduce execution time even more than the fastest unoptimized configuration (6% reduction relative to SMG), and reduce network traffic even more than the unoptimized configuration with the least traffic (27% reduction relative
to SDD). Owner prediction provides no benefit here since only atomic requests are used (only ReqV and ReqWT requests can be directly forwarded).

In **Indirection**, execution time is most affected by the choice of GPU protocol, while network traffic is most affected by the choice of CPU protocol. Using DeNovo rather than GPU coherence at the GPU increases execution time because CPU cores read data written at the GPU. Although obtaining ownership for writes at the GPU can reduce network traffic by avoiding data copies through the LLC, it adds indirection latency for reads at the CPU, increasing overall execution time. Using MESI at the CPU can increase network traffic primarily due to false sharing. In this tiled matrix transpose workload, loads exhibit high spatial locality, but multiple cores may store to a single cache line. Using line-granularity ownership requests requires ownership transfer and data movement even when stores are to disparate words. Optimized spandex avoids all of these overheads and is actually able to exploit reuse in reads despite the fact that read values are updated remotely between each kernel invocation. It does this by obtaining ownership for loads, using write-through requests for stores, and using ownership prediction to send stores directly to the current owner. By moving the overhead of data movement from the reader to the writer side, SO improves read hit rates, reducing execution time by 33% relative to the fastest non-optimized configuration (SDG). However, indirection also highlights one side effect of write-through forwarding: forwarded write-through requests incur additional traffic. This is because update data must travel two hops: first to the LLC and then to the owning core. In contrast, configurations that obtain ownership for updates only need to transfer data one hop: from the owner to the requestor (all other hops do not transfer data). As a result, SO increases network traffic by 35% relative to SDD (the unoptimized configuration with the lowest traffic). However, this overhead can be avoided using ownership prediction, and SO+pred reduces network traffic by 54% relative to SDD.

Overall, the flexibility offered by dynamic request selection, write-through forwarding, and owner prediction enables notable performance gains for the workloads studied. SO (SO+pred) reduce execution time by on average 15% (16%) and network traffic by on average 55% (63%) relative to the fastest non-optimized Spandex configuration for the microbenchmarks studied. Although not explored here, we intend to investigate the benefits of dynamic coherence specialization in real heterogeneous applications in future work.
6.4 Summary

As computer systems become more parallel and heterogeneous, flexible memory systems like Span-
dex are needed to support their increasingly diverse memory demands. The flexibility and simplicity
of Spandex allow devices to dynamically adapt their coherence strategies to exploit predicted or
statically known workload properties. Spandex offers request type flexibility in the fundamental
coherence dimensions of stale data invalidation, write propagation, and request granularity. It is
based on the simple DeNovo protocol, and this allows it to incorporate extensions and optimizations
more easily than more complex MESI-based heterogeneous coherence solutions.

In this work we describe dynamic coherence specialization, additions to the memory request
interface that enable software or a hardware predictor to tailor a coherence request type to the
access properties of the executing workload. While this additional information does not affect the
functional semantics of memory accesses, we show that it can be used to improve memory system
performance for a range of access patterns. In addition, using the Murϕ model checker tool, we
show that although baseline Spandex is slightly more complex than a conventional MESI-based
heterogeneous protocol, it is more flexible and easier to extend with optimizations. Going forward,
it will be important to examine the memory demands of future workloads to determine which types
of coherence optimizations can offer the greatest benefits.
Chapter 7

Related Work

There have been many past efforts to address the challenges associated with designing memory systems for emerging heterogeneous devices. In this chapter we describe many of these efforts and discuss how our contributions differ from, build upon the insights of, or can be applied in conjunction with these prior innovations. We divide related work into four broad areas: 1) performance evaluation for high-throughput accelerators (work related to Chapter 2), 2) efficient heterogeneous coherence (work related to Chapters 3 and 5), 3) atomic relaxation in heterogeneous systems (work related to Chapter 4), and 4) dynamic coherence specialization (work related to Chapter 6).

7.1 Performance Evaluation for High-Throughput Accelerators

There have been previous efforts to provide more detailed performance profiling metrics for high-throughput accelerators such as GPUs. GPGPU-Sim is a cycle-accurate GPU simulator that can be used to model the effects of architectural changes to a GPU device [17]. It provides many simulation evaluation metrics including overall performance and stall counts, but not a stall breakdown. Aerialvision [15] augments GPGPU-Sim to provide more detailed measurements such as the number of cycles spent in the core pipeline by each thread, the number of DRAM accesses generated by each instruction, and the number of stall cycles due to long-latency off-chip read requests. However, it lacks a single comprehensive breakdown attributing execution latency to fine-grained stall causes.

O’Neil and Burtscher [90] use a stall classification method, also based on GPGPU-Sim, to help understand the performance of irregular GPU kernels. Their breakdown, however, does not differentiate between stalls due to memory or compute delays. Lee and Wu [72] also use a similar GPU stall classification method based on GPGPU-Sim which is designed to characterize the latency-hiding capability of GPU warp schedulers. It provides a more detailed stall breakdown and adds a
memory latency stall type, but is focused on warp scheduler changes.

While this prior work also provides profiling information about GPUs, unlike GSI, they are all designed for discrete GPUs. Furthermore, they focus on profiling the GPU core, while we are capturing detailed information about the causes of memory stalls in a unified CPU-GPU memory system.

7.2 Efficient Heterogeneous Coherence and Coherence Integration

Many prior innovations aim to both improve heterogeneous coherence and integrate heterogeneous caches. We therefore discuss work related to the contributions in Chapters 3 and 5 together. We omit discussion of HRF and RSP, which are described in Section 3.1, as well as IBM CAPI, AMD APU, and ARM CHI, which are described in Section 5.1.

There are multiple ongoing industry efforts to define communication interfaces between devices in heterogeneous systems. For example, CCIX [56], Gen-Z [43], and OpenCAPI [45] present interfaces for performing cached or non-cached coherent read and write accesses in a heterogeneous system. These interfaces are more expressive than Spandex in some respects. For example, by offering an interface for attached devices to act as the home memory node for an address range or by offering bulk cooperative synchronization transactions such as reduce and gather/scatter operations. They also offer more low-level flexibility regarding routing, packet loss and error correction/detection, and general physical layer configuration options. However, at the time of writing, the underlying coherence protocol and state transition internals at the host/responder/home agent (in OpenCAPI/Gen-Z/CCIX terminology, respectively) for these interfaces are not publicly available. Marvell MoChi is a modular chiplet architecture that promises seamless integration between components [44], but again, a detailed specification of any coherence interface between these chips is not publicly available. The fact that there are so many active industry efforts to address this challenge serves to reinforce its growing importance. Though many implementation details are still not public or are under development for these integration strategies, the insights presented in this work may serve to motivate a focus on simplicity and flexibility in future iterations.

Past work has implemented efficient CPU-GPU coherence, using both hardware and software
techniques. QuickRelease (QR) [54], Heterogeneous System Coherence (HSC) [95], and the Fusion architecture [67] all use a clustered hierarchical cache structure and MESI-based last level directory to interface CPU and GPU devices. Software-managed page migration strategies that intelligently perform explicit page copies between CPU and GPU memories have also been shown to be effective for many CPU-GPU workloads [86, 97, 8]. However, all of these techniques rely on dense, hierarchical sharing patterns to be effective, and performance can suffer for new or irregular sharing patterns due to the high cost of inter-device communication.

Interfacing heterogeneous protocols can be avoided by using the same protocol at both CPU and GPU L1 caches. Temporal coherence [103], VIPs-G [66], and even DeNovo for GPUs [100] adopt this approach. However, the design of an L1 interface is often tightly integrated with processor design, and requiring all cores to interface with a new cache protocol may be an unacceptable design burden.

Crossing Guard offers a simple and stable coherence interface for accelerator caches [89]. However, Crossing Guard’s primary goal is correctness and security in heterogeneous coherence, not improved performance. It also only interfaces with MESI and MOESI style caches. Thus it is unclear whether accelerator caches that prefer simpler protocols such as GPU coherence or DeNovo would be able to efficiently interface with the system.

Manager-client pairing (MCP) is a framework for defining hierarchical coherence protocols in large-scale systems [22]. Like Spandex, MCP addresses the complexity of hierarchical protocols and evaluates the costs of deeper cache organizations. However, MCP is focused on providing a generic framework for building hierarchical protocols for devices that request read and write permission. Spandex instead aims to avoid the need for hierarchical organization for a wide variety of heterogeneous devices, some of which use self-invalidations or write-through caches instead of requesting read/write permissions, and which can use variable request granularity.

Past work has also addressed the challenge of enforcing memory consistency in heterogeneous systems. ArMOR provides a framework for precisely defining the ordering requirements of different consistency models and ensures that devices with different memory models respect ordering constraints in a heterogeneous system [77]. The Princeton Check family of tools offer a framework for specifying and verifying memory consistency ordering constraints, considering microarchitectural through application level concerns in the design of a coherent device [115, 79, 77, 76, 80, 75]. These
techniques may be used in conjunction with Spandex when designing and integrating new device types.

### 7.3 Atomic Relaxation in Heterogeneous Systems

Many existing memory models attempt to formalize allowed behavior in the presence of relaxed atomics while also prohibiting the strange behavior that can arise from out-of-thin-air (OOTA). Boehm and Demsky thoroughly describe the problem of OOTA and propose a solution - preserving load-store ordering - which would prohibit common existing performance optimizations which exist in current hardware [29]. The HSA memory model conservatively prohibits dependency cycles, preventing some desirable optimizations [51]. The Java memory model [81] defines complex semantics which aim to enable as many optimizations as possible, but has been found to unintentionally restrict some very common ones [99], and no fix has yet been proposed. The C++11 memory model also was found to unintentionally restrict certain executions [28, 26], and C++14 simply informally states that systems should not produce out-of-thin-air values [27].

Other attempts at formalization rely on difficult to understand concepts such as event structures and promise semantics [93, 58]. In summary, existing solutions to the challenge of relaxed atomics are either too ambiguous or too complex, and none preserve the SC-centric semantics used by DRFrlx.

### 7.4 Dynamic Coherence Specialization

Adaptive coherence strategies have been explored extensively in prior work to improve memory system performance. Dynamic self invalidation (DSI) offers adaptivity in the form of tear-off blocks, which use self-invalidation to avoid the need for tracking sharers or sending invalidations for read data, effectively enabling dynamic selection of self-invalidated or writer-invalidated reads [71]. Last-touch prediction can be used to avoid the indirection of a remote read request for modified data by selectively writing back modified data to the directory when an instruction is expected to be the “last touch” to that data [70]. It can achieve benefits similar to those obtained by dynamically selecting write-through or ownership-based stores. Past work has also studied the benefits of flexible state or coherence granularity [114, 123, 34, 96, 68, 47], which show that adapting communication
and state tracking granularity to the spatial locality of a program can reduce false sharing and enable more efficient data tracking, lookup, and transfer. Finally, protocol extensions have been proposed which detect and predict specific sharing patterns, optimizing requests to reduce wasteful traffic and latency for those patterns [105, 46, 65, 14, 2, 85, 59, 24, 83, 41, 104, 69]. All of the above innovations demonstrate the benefits of dynamic adaptability, and in some cases offer even more flexible control over granularity or data movement than Spandex request types. The methods for detecting and predicting sharing patterns will be increasingly relevant to specialized memory systems, and they could be used to help guide Spandex request type selection. Even so, all of the above innovations focus on optimizing communication patterns in the context of MESI-based multicore CPU coherence. As a result, their flexibility is limited, each focusing on adaptivity within a single coherence design dimension, and the benefits they provide often come at the cost of additional overhead and complexity on top of an already complex MESI-based protocol. In contrast, Spandex is designed to offer comprehensive coherence flexibility while retaining a simple protocol with minimal coherence overheads.

Many studies also have proposed ways to improve memory access efficiency through adaptive cache management (replacement, prefetching, bypassing) in both CPUs and GPUs based on hints from the software, compiler, or runtime profilers [118, 23, 119, 92, 98, 40, 113, 74, 64]. These techniques allow caches to adapt to different access patterns and improve cache efficiency, and many of the insights regarding cache policy prediction can be leveraged to help select Spandex request types. However, their flexibility is constrained to cache management policies rather than the fundamental coherence protocol flexibility offered by Spandex.

Expressive memory was recently proposed by Vijaykumar et al. as a framework for communicating high level properties of a program’s memory access pattern to the underlying hardware to guide architectural optimizations, primarily in multicore CPUs [117]. Similarly, the locality descriptor communicates high level information about data access locality in GPU programs to guide thread block scheduling and data placement in GPUs [116]. Both of these innovations exploit high level information from software to adaptively optimize memory system performance. These techniques are entirely compatible with a Spandex system, and they could be used to take advantage of dynamic coherence specialization by guiding request type selection.

The ARM CHI interface supports a mechanism for producer-consumer forwarding called cache
stashing. This is similar to the write-through forwarding and owner prediction optimizations described in Chapter 6 in that a producer device provides a hint to the system regarding the expected location of the consumer of some data. However, unlike the write-through forwarding and owner prediction optimizations, cache stashing causes exclusive ownership to transfer to the target cache. Although this avoids the need for the consumer to pre-emptively obtain ownership, it incurs additional complexity in the form of transient states, and it prevents direct device-to-device communication since a stash request may change the owner state at the home node.

7.5 Summary

A large body of past work has focused on challenges similar to those described in this thesis. Prior methods for high-throughput performance characterization offered valuable insights for discrete GPU architectures, but limited information about memory stalls in a tightly coupled heterogeneous memory system. Many strategies have been proposed for implementing coherence for high-throughput devices, but they often achieve performance gains at the cost of a complex protocol or memory consistency model. Relaxed atomics has been thoroughly studied in past work, but there has been no acceptable SC-centric solution, even as their importance grows with the rise of heterogeneous computing. There are also many past efforts to dynamically optimize coherence protocols for certain access patterns. Often these innovations assume a MESI-based protocol, or can motivate, complement, or be leveraged to select the optimized request types described in Chapter 6. Overall, the contributions of this thesis build upon past work to enable a memory system that is in many ways simpler and more flexible than what has previously been proposed in an age of heterogeneous computing.
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Summary of Thesis

With the end of Dennard scaling, specialized hardware has become an important driver of performance in many compute domains. To flexibly support a broad range of workloads, emerging heterogeneous systems require a comprehensive coherence strategy to enable efficient synchronization and communication between these diverse devices. Implementing heterogeneous coherence requires simultaneously 1) developing and evaluating coherence strategies which are appropriate for each individual device, and 2) implementing efficient coherence between devices which use different strategies. The first challenge is especially difficult for high-throughput devices such as GPUs. Conventional coherence strategies suffer from inefficient synchronization, and recent efforts to address this weakness add significant complexity to the memory model. Existing solutions to the second challenge tend to suffer from high complexity as well, adding request types and blocking states to an already complicated MESI-based protocol designed for CPUs.

In this thesis, we show that it is possible to enable efficient coherence for a diverse range of specialized systems without resorting to complex consistency models or coherence interfaces. First, with GPU Stall Inspector we offer a framework for evaluating the performance effects of coherence innovations in a highly parallel device. Next, we present two such coherence innovations - DeNovo for GPUs and Heterogeneous Lazy Release Consistency - which offer significantly improved performance for emerging GPU applications without adding complexity to the DRF memory model. With DRFrlx, we formalize safe uses of relaxed atomics, and we demonstrate how they can enable significant performance benefits for heterogeneous workloads while retaining an SC-centric memory model. To address the challenge of heterogeneous coherence integration, we introduce the Spandex coherence interface, which offers improved flexibility, simplicity and performance when compared
with conventional methods for coherence integration. Finally, we show how Spandex’s flexibility and simplicity can be exploited and extended to further improve performance in emerging specialized systems.

8.2 Future Work and Impact

With the above contributions we show that unified coherent memory is possible for specialized systems without requiring complex coherence or consistency strategies, and together they open the door to numerous potential research directions, some nearer term and some longer term.

8.2.1 Near-Term Research

In the near term, there are many opportunities for refining and optimizing the innovations described in previous chapters for even more application domains. Given the limitations of quantum atomics in the DRFrIx memory model, atomic types and semantics could be added to the model which make new relaxed patterns more feasible. For example, in some types of pointer-based synchronization constructs relaxation with DRFrIx is still difficult. A quantum load to a pointer value may return any value in a quantum-equivalent execution, and it may be beneficial to further limit the possible return values to prevent races when processing and performing data accesses based on this value.

Spandex makes it feasible to integrate a much broader range of devices into a coherent heterogeneous system, and exploring how devices such as FPGAs and ASICs interact with the Spandex interface and with each other could help guide further coherence optimizations. Integrating optimizations such as hLRC, scopes for locality hints, and DeNovo regions into the Spandex implementation could also be used to improve performance. In addition, the principles of Spandex could be extended to multi-chip environments. This would introduce a new set of challenges and trade-offs surrounding the importance of home node data placement and the longer latency inter-chip hops that come with non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems. However, we expect the flexibility, simplicity, and scalability benefits of Spandex make it uniquely suited to implementing cross-chip coherence. For example, the cost-efficient ownership and easy extensibility of Spandex could enable nodes to dynamically choose whether to locally cache data from a remote home node in a way that avoids many of the undesirable overheads of multi-chip coherence tracking.
The benefits of dynamic coherence specialization could also be further explored, and it would be interesting to investigate how they affect performance for a set of real world applications. Automating Spandex request type selection (by predicting sharing properties with a compiler or hardware predictor rather than hard-coding them) would also improve the practicality and usability of dynamic coherence specialization.

8.2.2 Long-Term Research

In the longer term, there are many opportunities to broaden the scope of the specialized coherence requests described in Chapter 6. Dynamic request selection, write-through forwarding, and owner prediction only scratch the surface when it comes to increasing specialization and flexibility in emerging memory systems. The information available from emerging programming languages, compilation tools, and runtime profiling techniques can be used to exploit not only the flexibility offered by the Spandex coherence interface, but also that offered by entirely novel architectural coherence innovations. Two such examples, coherent hardware queues and efficient coherent DMA, are described next, followed by a summary of the expected future impact of the innovations in this thesis.

Coherent hardware queues: The queue data structure is a valuable construct for asynchronous communication between multiple threads or devices, and queues may be implemented coherently in software or as a hardwired communication path in hardware. The goal of coherent hardware queues is to simultaneously achieve the global addressability and programmability of coherent software queues while also offering the highly efficient queue management and dataflow of hardwired hardware queues. To implement coherent hardware queues, push and pop memory primitives in software can be combined with configurable queue management units in hardware. Efficient synchronization and data movement can be achieved by performing queue management operations atomically at the location of the target queue, and by exploiting hints about locality and sharing patterns to optimize dataflow and queue placement. Perhaps most importantly, coherent hardware queues preserve the simplicity of a DRF consistency model because the push and pop operations can simply be thought of as new atomic RMW memory access types.

Efficient Coherent DMA: Direct memory access (DMA) is an important primitive for devices which request and operate on data in coarse-grained chunks, and it can be implemented in a coherent
or non-coherent manner. Coherent DMA offers simplicity and programmability benefits, but it can suffer from wasteful fine-grained coherence lookups if the target data chunk is together at a single location. We propose improving coherent DMA efficiency in two ways: reducing DMA network traffic by introducing coarse-grained request types, and reducing DMA lookup costs by introducing variable granularity state tracking. Although our current implementation of Spandex offers both word and line granularity request types, this flexibility can be extended to page granularity requests or larger. As long as the Spandex LLC is prepared to service such coarse-grained requests, this could significantly reduce the amount of request traffic required for DMA. Combined with owner prediction, page granularity requests could also be used to significantly reduce state lookups at the LLC. To reduce state lookups when owner prediction is not feasible, the LLC can track state at both page and word granularity. A page granularity coherence entry would only need to specify whether the target data can be found at one or multiple locations. If the target data can be found at one location (e.g. if it is owned in an HBM cache which tracks state at page granularity, or it is clean in memory), looking up each individual line of the page can be avoided.

Similar to other innovations described in this thesis, coherent hardware queues and efficient coherent DMA both identify common techniques which improve performance but add complexity in a specialized coherent memory system, and they offer similar benefits while preserving simplicity and programmability.

### 8.2.3 Future Impact

In the coming years, SoCs will increasingly rely on specialized accelerators and hardware-software co-design for delivering performance gains. Enabling the resulting diversity of specialized compute and memory storage elements to work together efficiently is therefore critical to the performance of future heterogeneous systems. The innovations described in this thesis present a framework for efficient heterogeneous integration through a coherent global address space supported by a simple DRF consistency model. We analyze emerging high-throughput accelerated workloads and show that efficient coherence is possible without resorting to complex changes to the consistency model. We formalize how atomic relaxation, which is so important to performance in many workloads, can be supported by future systems without sacrificing the simple SC nature of the consistency model. These coherence and consistency innovations represent a set of tools that can allow future
high-throughput workloads to achieve high cache efficiency while retaining a simple DRF consistency model. With Spandex, we present a simple and flexible interface for integrating these and other coherence strategies (including conventional CPU protocols) into a dynamically adaptable heterogeneous coherent memory system. We cannot predict what coherence strategies tomorrow’s devices and workloads will prefer, so Spandex is designed to be flexible, composable, and extensible. As hardware-software co-design becomes more common and high level programming languages carry more information about communication patterns, Spandex will able to adapt to emerging innovations in hardware and software with new optimizations for important memory access patterns. Overall, we demonstrate that it is possible to offer specialization in the memory system to match specialization in emerging compute technology without incurring significant complexity for the hardware or software developer. Our focus on flexibility and simplicity allows this framework for heterogeneous coherence and consistency to remain relevant for years to come in a rapidly evolving hardware landscape.
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